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INTRODUCTION.
- -

-- - - -
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IN the preparation of the following course of lessons in drawing upon the blackboard, tlte
needs of elementary teachers have been primarily kept in view, and more especially that large section
of them who, being far removed from effective oral tuition in the subject, have to depend for their
instruction upon books or correspondence classes. It is hoped, however, that much will be found to
stimulate and encourage all students of the subject, whatever their circumstances may be.
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By the average teacher, skill in blackboard drawing has been commonly regarded as a natmal
gift; useful enough if he be fortunate enough to possess it, but by no moans indispensable, or one of
the things to be striven for. This erroneous view has been fostered by the practice of postponing
serious study of the subject until comparatively late in the teacher's career, tacitly implying that
the pupil teacher and the young assistant stand in no serious need of help in this direction.
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When, howHer, it is remembered what an important part the blackboard may be made to
play in nearly every lesson, it is much to be regretted that so large a prnportion of otherwise efficient
teachers remain permanently handica,pped in their work from the want of a systematic training in
blackboard drawing right from the very commencement of their teaching career.
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The power to illustrate a lesson pictorially obviates much loss of time which would otherwise
have to be devoted to verbal explanation and description; and not only so, but the points explained
are more readily understood, and stand a far better chance of being remembered, for there is no
readier or more effective channel to the mind than through the eye.
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To the teacher who is skilful in blackboard drawing belongs a faculty which renders his
occupation a somce of entertainment both to himself and to the pupils under his care;
additional variety and attractiveness are imparted to his lesson s, and the blackboard illustrations
remain as a pictorial summary of the points explained when the time arrives for the recapitulation of
his lesson.
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The ideal blackboard illustration is that which conveys the desired impression with the
minimum of effort on the pa.rt of the teacher; it should, moreover, make its appearance on the
blackboard at the moment when it is required, and not before. The practice of making highly
finished studies on the blackboard before the lesson commences, and placing them before the class at
the outset, where they act as a counter attraction to the matter in hand, shows an entire lack of
appreciation of the scope and utility of blackboard illustration. The sketches should grow and
accumulate on the blackbmird as the lesson proceeds ; otherwise they are deprived of half their
effectiveness-their object being to illuminate the obscurities of the lesson as they occur.

It is a common practice for teachers who are preparing criticism lessons for His Majesty's
Inspector, to expend much time and pains upon blackboard illustrations of utterly unsuitable
subjects; such, for example, as a portrait of some historical personage. When the eventful day
arrivea, the blackboard (which has not been used for weeks lest harm befall it) is carried into the
class room, and is acceptecl by the Inspector as adequate evidence of the teacher's power to illustrate
a lesson.
VII
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This is the abuse of the blackboard. Any ~uch elaLorate illustration woul<l ho far better
supplied by a good wall chart, or even by l>assing round the class copies of the text book frolil which
the blackboa.rd illustration has been drawn.
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Where, however, no chart or text book is ava.ilable for thu purporn, and the drawing is
original, it would be wiser to make it on stout paper or cardboard, so that it might be available for
use on a future occasion. Such illustration s a,s a rule have little educational value, largely owing to
the fact that they have lost their interest long before the time arriYes to refer to them.

tiq

In deciding the character of any particular drawing to be made on the blackboard, the teacher
should be guided by the purpose which it is intended to serw. If it be an explanatory diagram, he
must never lose sight of the point to be explained, oven, if necessary, exaggerating it with a view
to emphasis. But if the drawing is intended primarily to give an idea of the appearance of some
object, or to serYe as a drawing copy, greater care must be taken to ensure accuracy of delineation.
In the first case the fact is the essential point, in the second case the fon11.
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If it be granted that blackboard illustration should proceed along with, and form part of, the
lesson itself, it will at once be seen how essential it is to cnU.ivate facility in the u::;e of the chalk. It
would be fatal to the control a.nd discipline of the class , were the teacher to spend long porio<ls with
his back to the children while he elaborated his blackboard sketche~.
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And this brings us to the consideration of a few points in connection with tho general
principles which should govern blackboard illustration. It may fairly be presumed tha.t the student
of blackboard drawing already bas some acquaintance with elementary drawing on p1per ; he
therefore comes to his work with a knowledge of some, at least, of the general principles which
should guide him. There are, howeYer, specific differences of methotl, which a.pply to blackboard
drawing as distinguished from drawing on paper; fllld these differences must be grasped if the
student would be successful.
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In the elementary freehand lcsso1rn, for example, he has learnt to tlepend almost equa.lly upon
pencil and rubber-a tradition, by the way, which can hardly be too ::;trongly condemned.
The unrestricted use of india-rubber is one of the most ::;erious obstacle:; to the exercise of
forethought and judgment; it tends to produce a, methoLl based upon guesswork and experiment,
and does not brin g into play the entire resourcefulness of the pupil. The beginner in blackboa.rcl
drawing, influenced by previous training of this character, is apt to regard tlie duster as an essentiaJ
instrument of his craft. With chalk in one hand and duster in the other, he patches up, rather
than draws, his snbject. The result is that he takes longer over the work, and, in the end, produces
an example of slovenliness extremely demoralising to the class.

ry

The duster should be reserved, then, for its legitimate use, which is to cle1tn out entirely that
which has served its purpose. By placing reliance upon ~rnch powers of drnughtsmanship as he may
possess, the student will take the first step towards the attainment of that confidence which is th e
primary essential of success in his work.

The training involved in a, course of bla.ckbn:ml drnwing is base~l upon a two-fold pri11ciple ;
it seeks to promote accuracy combined with rapidity. The han<l and arm must be trained to move
freely and rapidly; they must at tlie same time be brought under the perfect c0ntrol of the
mind.
viii
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It would be futile for the beginner to practise drawing curves rapidly unless they are just
those curves which he predetermined in his mind. It is just as futile for him to produce laborious
and studied forms unless they have been drawn with freedom and facility.

An

An accomplished blackboard artist will draw rapidly and accurately whatever form he may
attempt; moreover, the accuracy of his drawing is due, not to chance, but to the mental control
which he is able to exercise over his movements.

tiq

The posture of the body and the method of holding the chalk are points to which great
attention should be paid in the early lessons. Let the student stand well away from the blackboard,
so that he can just comfortably reach it with outstretched arm ; the blackboard itself being vertical,
The chalk should be held as shown in Fig. 1 (Frontispiece), and not
or as nearly so as possible.
as one would hold the pen in writing. The left arm should not be allowed to hold, or to rest on,
the board, as in Fig. 2 on the Frontispiece. The right arm should be allowed to move freely
from the shoulder, avoiding all stiffness at elbow or wrist.
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The teacher need not wait until the completion of his course of study before beginning to
A few hints to such a one may be useful in preventing him from
make use of his skill in class.
He should make himself thoroughly familiar with the points he intends to
falling into error.
illustrate, and the character of the illustration he proposes to make, before the lesson commences.
He should, if necessary, practise them until he is quite independent of copies or illustrations to guide
him in his sketching. Bearing in mind the necessity for speed in execution, he should eliminate all
unnecessary lines; let him jealously guard against the desire to create an impression upon bis
pupils by pictorial effect, and strictly limit his sketch to the minimum of what will serve his
purpose. Thus, in an illustration of a webbed foot, it is unnecessary to draw the entire bird ; in an
illustration of a medireval hat or boot, it would be superfluous to draw the entire human figure;
and not only are these additions to the sketch superfluous, but, by their superior interest, they are
cal~ulated to divert attention away from the very points to which it is desired to direct it.
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We have already referred to the two main classes of blackboard illustrations, the pictorial and
the diagrammatic.
As a general rule the illustrations of principles or processes should be
diagrammatic rather than pictorial. Thus in illustrating the principle of the pulley, the links in
the chain or the strands in the rope would greatly add to the pictorial realism of the appar~tus, but
the principle may be explained equally well by reference to a diagram consisting merely of lines an<l
circles; or, again, in illustrating the process of manufacturing sulphuric acid on a large scale,
much time might be devoted to the drawing out of perspective elevations of the buildings and
machinery, but the process admits of perfectly lucid explanation by reference to purely diagrammatic
sketches.
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The diagrams employed in the Euclid lesson may with advantage be drawn by hand ; those,
however, used in the practical geometry lesson should as a rule be drawn with instruments; for not
only is absolute accuracy in this case a desideratum, but the teacher's use of the instruments furnishes
the example which should guide his pupil. It will generally be found, moreover, that the greater the
accuracy displayed by the teacher in his work on the blackboard, the greater will be ·that of his
pupils, and vice versa.

Drawings intended to teach the form of objects may be made additionally useful by comparison
with other forme. A curve brings out the peculiarity of a straight line ; one rectilinear figure may
serve to emphasise the shape of another ; the foot of a perching bird will help to bring out the
peculiarities of the foot of a climber or wader, and so on.
lX
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Exaggeration, if kept within due limits, may often be employed with advantage. In the model
drawing lesson, it is sometimes necessary still further to distort the inaccurate drawings of the class,
in order to leave no doubt that the mistake illustrated has been thoroughly appreciated. Thus, in
illustrating the rule for the convergence of receding parallel lines, an exaggerated example of the
breach of the rule may be necessary before the pupils can understand wherein lies the mistake.
Such inaccurate drawings should, however, be obliterated immediately after they have served their
purpose, as there is otherwise a risk that an inattentive pupil may misunderstand them at a later
period of the lesson.

tiq

In the teaching of freehand drawing far greater use might be made of the blackboard than is
usually the case. The teacher should draw the copy step by step on the blackboard, and endeavour
to carry his pupils along with him. By this means he will be able to control, not only the amount of
work done, but also the method by which it is done, ancl bis pupils will at the same time be led
unconsciously to imbibe correct methods of work.
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In the teaching of memory drawing the blackboard is an indispensable adjunct. If a completed copy be placed before the class, and after a period of study the children be asked to draw the
example from memory, the results in the majority of cases will be found to be very unsatisfactory. If,
however, the copy be built up before them in the way suggested for Fig.1 on Plate XIV., the pupils gain
an insight into the nature of the exercise which enables them to reproduce it intelligently, eYen if not
quite accurately. This insight into the underlying principles of the drawing copy should be stimulated
on all occasions, for by it alone can the dry, abstract example be made interesting to the child, and his
thoughts kept from wandering away from his work.
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Drawings on the blackboard should be sufficiently distinct to be clearly visible to the entire
class. The timidity of the beginner often leads him to draw faint lines, which for practical
purposes are almost entirely valueless; this method of drawing is one phase of the "patching-up"
process already referred to, and although less slovenly is equally unworkmanlike.
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THE

BLACKBOARD,

As prescribed by the Board of Education.
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PRAOTICE

in this exercise should be directed to the acquirement, by Students, of freedom and skill

tte

in using chalk, or brush with tempera, on the blackboard, for the purpose of making drawings or
diagrams in outline, and in the mass on a large scale, ancl of illustrating various lessons to a class.
With this aim Students should study many kinds of common obj ects, plants, and other

rn

examples, and cultivate a free and accurate style of drawing.

The representation of these subjects

should show that their structure has been well studied, understood, and expressed, all unimportant
details being omitted.

Li

In testing the Student's ability to draw on the blackboard, the Examiner will call upon the
StudentTo make a drawing from memory of one or two

obj ect~,
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I.

natural forms, ornamental forms,

or subjects such as would be useful for illustrating a lesson to a class ;

To sketch on a large scale an object, or group of objects, placed before him; and

3.

To make an enlargement from a simple example, selected by the Examiner for the purpose.
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LESSON I.
PRELIMINARY

EXERCISES.

An

tiq

The exercises prescribed in the first six lessons may seem to be somewhat lo,cking in interest,
but they must by no means be neglected on that account. They bear the same relation to th e
subsequent examples as do scales and five-finger exercises to pian0 playing. The stndcnt must
therefore constantly return to them for practice, even when he ha~ made considerable progress
hwards completing the entire course.

ue

The student should stand as directed in the Introduction, and the drawings should
be made in such a posiLion on the board that the centre of the drawing is direatly opposite
his shoulder.

Pa

Figs. 1 and 2 deal with the circle. In Plate I. it will be observed that the circles are drawn
each in two parts; this is to indicate that the student should first attempt to draw them in two
strokes, although he need not on that account leave spaces between the arcs. When he has had
more practice he will attempt to draw the circle in a single stroke.
The student should begin by drawing the upper arc of Fig. 1 from left to right, and then
complete the circle by drawing the lower arc, also from left to right.

tte

mastered the circle the student should turn next to the spiral in Fig. S, and begin by
the outside towards the centre, as though writing a figure 6; then reversing the
care that each effort consists of a single stroke. Fig. 4 is to be treated in a similar
the student may proceed to the more difficult exercise shown in Fig. 5.

Li

Having
drawing from
process, taking
manner; then

rn

He shoulcl then proceed in a similar manner with Fig. 2, and when he is profici ent in these
two exercises he may vary them by drawing them in the reverse order and direction. He may then
begin at other points in the circumference and so extemporise variations of the exercise. The
circle should be drawn in this way in various sizes from about 15 in . to 21 in. diameter.

a
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In this case care must be bestowed upon the symmetry of the two sides; the vertical
middle line is to be drawn first, n.ext the spiral on the left, working from the middle line outwards,
and lastly the spiral on the right, also drawn from the middle line outwards.
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The same example should now be drawn again by reversing these. directions and drawing the
spirals towards the middle line. The spirals ~hould each be drawn about the same size as is
prescribed for the circle, and the student will find it an advantage to adopt this as a standard size
for all drawings unless otherwise directed.
These examples should be practised each for a few minutes at frequ ent intervals during the week,
bearing in mind that it is better to devote many short periods to the work than to attempt too much
at one time, If these directions be intelligently and faithfully followed the student shonld be ready
by the following week for the next lesson.
3
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LESSON II.
PRELIMINARY EXERCISES.--Continuetl.

An

Each of the figures on Plate II. may be drawn about 2 ft. 6 in. across its longest measurement,

and each should be drawn with a single stroke of the chalk.

tiq

Fig. 1 is a combination of two circles, the ends being left open so as to suggest the starting-point

of the drawing.

The upper portion of the figure should be drawn first, care being taken to stand

ue

well away from the board, or it will be found impossible to obtain a good continuous curve.

When

the exercise has been practised a few times in this way, the reverse direction may be attempted, and
then the same figure may be drawn in a position such that its longest measurement lies in a
horizontal dirnction.

Pa

In drawing Fig. 2, great care must be taken to ma,ke the lower spiral the same size as the
upper; when it has been practised a few times in the position given on the plate, its position may be
reversed, and then it may be cluwn in a horizontal position as explained for Fig. 1.

The student

who feels himrnlf quite proficient in drawing thii> figure, should enrlen;vour to form combinations of

tte

lines based upon it, and so invent fn sh exercises for himself.

By this means he may vary the

monotony of these earlier examples without in any way losing the benefit they a,re intended to impart.

rn

In Fig. 3 the two spirals are combined in a more difficult manner, for it will be observed that
the direction of tho currnture changes in the middle.

The student must regard this exercise as a

variation of Fig. 1, and practise it in all the positions specified for that figure.

Li

It is necessary that the student should b9 continually warned against drawing these preliminary exerci:ies in a perfunctory or careless manner ; the benefit to be derived from them depends, not

a
br

so much upon the accuracy of the results obtained, as upon the degree of mental effort that is brought
to bear upon their execution.

It must be constantly kept in Yiew by the student that he is

endeayouring to obtain freedom of movement, and at the same time perfect control over that movement.

We shall, therefore, keep on referring to these points from lesson to lesson, even at the risk

of being thought tedious; for experience has shown the writer how readily the young student falls

ry

b:i.ck into habits of carelessness, unless he be continually reminded of the means of avoiding them.

IIe should, therefore, endeavour to fix his mind exclusively upon the line he is drawing, and to draw
with a will; as he begins to make proJress he will experience the mental exhilaration which follows
all successful effort.
5
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LESSON III.
PRELIMINARY

EXERCISES.-Continued.

An

Having mastered the drawing of the circle and its accompanying spirals, we next turn to the
ellipse and curves associated with it.

tiq

Circular curves or arcs are the ones which require the minimum amount of control over the
movement of the arm ; for if the arm were impelled merely by centrifugal force it is evident that the
ipath traced by the hand would be nearly circular.

ue

When we come to the ellipse, however, far more thought is required to ensure a satisfactory
result, for ellipses may be of an infinite number of different forms according as the relation between
the major and minor axes is varied.

tte

Pa

In Fig. 1, begin by drawing the upper portion of the curve first, but do not m11oke your starting
point exactly at the end of the major axis, but at a point rather above it. The breaks in the circle
in Fig. 1 on Plate I. will give you an idea of what is meant. Similarly, you will continue this upper
curve beyond the other extremity of the major axis. The object of this method of drawing the ellipse
is to ensure that the extremities of the ellipse shall consiot of continuous curves, and not be draw.1
to a point. The beginner generally represents the ellipse by two arc:i of circles, which, if produced,
would intersect each other, and so prevent the curve being continuous.
Next draw Fig. 1 in u. vertical position, and then in various oblique positions.

rn

Li

Fig. 2 will probably be quite familiar in form, but it must now be practised to a larger scale
ihan usual. Fig. 3 is a spiral b1sed upon the ellipse ; draw it from the middle, outwards. Fig. -!
·Consists of t.wo equal ellipses intersecting each other; in this exercise it may be necessary to dmw tba
major axes in their correct relative positions before attempting the curves. A variatiun of the
.exercise may be obtained by inverting it.

a
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In drawing Fig. 6 the same difficulty will be experienced as was felt in the last exercise on
Plate II., namely, the change in direction of the curvature. In attempting this exercise be.gin wdl
to the left, so as to allow room for drawing the entire figure without shifting your own po3ition before
iha board; the movement should Le confined almost entirely to the arm, and should not at any 1 ate
€xtend to the legs.

ry

The i11telligent otudent will have noticel that the prncess of drawing these exercises is slower
than was the case with those on the pr.;ceding pages.
This arises from the greater amount of
-thought which mu,t necessarily accompany their execution. The tendency to laborioul:'ness must,
however, be resisted, and the exaniples must be practised over and over again until they become a.3
€asy of execution as those which have gone before. The ellipse, especially, must have great att,ntiou
paid to it, for it is by far the most important single curve that will have to lie learnt.
7
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LESSON IV.
PRELIMINARY

EXERCISES.- Co11ti1111ed.

An

In this lesson a new difficulty 1s introduced-that of preserving the balance of the t'll'o
sides of a bi-symmetrical figure.

tiq

Fig. 1.-Begin by drawing the middle line, taking care to keep it quite vertical; next draw

the left-hand side of the figure, starting from the top.

In drawing the right-band side of the

fi gure your aim must be to obtain an exact reverse of the curve you have already drawn ; not

ue

only must the shape be true, but the size must be correct. In orJer to obtain this result, it is
necessary when drawing the second half of the fignre to keep the remainder of the copy in view;

if the attention be restricted to the half which is being drawn success will be merely a mattet•
of chance.

Remember, therefore, to stand so far n.way from the board that the entire figure can

Pa

be easily viewed without having to turn the head from side to side ; look at the space contained
by the bounding lines rather than at the lines themsehes, and strive to oLtain correct proportion
even at the expense of slight defects in the outline.

\Vith practice you will find that the currn

will take care of itself, but the proportion will always require your earnest attention.

tte

In Fig. 2 follow out the same proce1;s as you have already adopted in drawing Fig. 1.

An important feature to be observed in the drawing of this figure is that the curves are tangential

rn

to the middle line, both at the top and bottom ; great care must be taken in this respect, especially
at the bottom of the figure.
Fig. 3 consists of three pairs of lines; do not eegin by drawing the whole of the lines on one side
but draw a line on the left, and next the corresponding line on the right.

Begin with the upper one

of the long lines on the left, the last pair of lines to be drawn being those nearei;t to the middle

Li

line.

Extreme care must be taken to make all the lines flow smoothly into the middle line,

as any abruptness of junction will destroy the value of the exercise.

Figs. 4 and 5 are given as

excellent examples for blackboard

practice in his first

a
br

suggestions to the student that many forms with which be is already quite familiar, are
attempts.

Although only a

few

letters are given in these plates the student should practise others for the sake of variety,
selecting for the purporn those especially which may be drawn in a single continuous stroke.

They

should be drawn the same size as the other exercises, and the student should not be content
A useful

ry

with the mediocre form which might perhaps satisfy him in writing on the blackboard.

E:xercise consists in drawing one of these letters, and then attempting to reverse it so as to form a
symmetrical copy ; the difficulty which the student will experience in reversing the letter should,

by contrast, convince him of the va.lue of consta.nt practice, for it is by practice alone that the letter
has become easier to draw iu the first position than in the second .
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L ES SON V.
PRELI M!NARY EXERCISES.-Continued.

An

We have already directed the student's attention to the importance of care in drawing the

ellipse.

In this lesson we devote our attention entirely to the drawing of ellipses in various positions.

tiq

Fig. 1 shows a simple pattern composed of two ellipses; before attempting it the student is advised to

practise Fig. 2 a number of times, and then to practisa the ellipse which lies in the position of Fig. 2.
Next he may practise the other ellipse, and when he is quite proficient in drawing each ellipse
He will gauge the accuracy of his drawing by

ue

separately, he may attempt the combined figure.

comparing the four corner spaces, which should be exactly equal to each other.

Figs. 3, 4 and iJ

are examples drawn from objects of circular form, and are here given for purposes of comparisou,
each with the others.

In each of these three figures straight lines are drawn, and it is to the position

Pa

-0f these straight line3 that we desire to direct attention first.

It will be seen that the longest diameter,

-0r major axis, of each ellipse has bet:n drawn, and that a second straight line has Leen dra11 n
bisecting this major axis at right angles.

tte

In Fig. 3 the major axis of the smaller ellipse coincides with that of the larger, and this
indicates that both the circles represented lie in one and the same plane; in Fig. 4 the major axis of
the smaller ellipse is parallel to, but slightly lower than, that of the larger ellipse; and this indicates
that the circles represented lie, not in the same plane, but in parallel planes, the distance between the

rn

parallel axes representing the distance between the planes of the actual circles.
are again parallel, but a greater distance is shown between them.

In Fig. 5 the axes

Fig. 3 might represent a circul..1.r

ring cut out of paper; Fig. 4, a saucer; Fig. 5, a bowl; and it is important to remember that the

Li

principle governing the represt:ntation of each and all of these objects is the same, the only difference
between them being in the distance between the major axes of the ellipses.

ln Figd. 4 and 5 it wi.l

which we have already referred.

a
br

be seen that the centre of the large ellip::ie is joined to that of the smaller by the Lisecting line tJ

The line joining the centres of the ellip:;es one to the otlier

represents the axis of the object, whether this be a plate, saucer, bowl, pail, or any other coni1.:al
-Or cylindrical object; and it will be ob;;erved that in the drawing this
line as the minor axis of each ellipse.

axi~

lies in the same straight

ry

In drawing any such objects, therefore, the student should bear in mind the fullowiug rule:" The longest diameter of each ellipse is at right-angles to the axis of tLe object."
by drawing a straight line for the

longe~t

He should begill

diameter of the larger ellil-se, next a line bisecting it at

right-angles, then a line to represent the longest diameter of the smaller ellipse.

'l'l.!ese guide liLes

shou'cl assist him in keeping the ellipses in their correct relatiYe positions.
11
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LESSON

VI.

An

PRELIMINARY EXERCISES.-Continued.

In Plate VI. we return to the first figure practised in Lesson IV., and show how it may be

tiq

utilised to form an ornamental border or a square pattern.

In exercises of this character great

precision is required, for a defect in any one of the curves is thrown into relief by comparison

with the other curves near it.

ue

In each of the figure3 the working lines should be accurately set out before commencing to
draw the curves.

These working lines impose a certain restriction upon the student as regards both

the size and the position of the remainder of the drawing; and the presence of this restriction has a

Pa

tendency to cause him to revert to the laborious method of drawing already condemned.

The

exercises must, however, be practised until freedom and facility are attained, in spite of the additional
If the construction lines be drawn, and the curves elaborated by the tedious

restrictions imposed.

process already referred to, no useful purpose will have been served, even although the resulting figure

tte

be perfect; the means by which the result is obtained are, in these exercises, of far greater importance
than the result itself.

Figure 1 will be seen to consist of two rows of repeats of the same form, the lower row being

rn

inverted.

When the student has practised the exercise as here shown he may vary it by changing

the relation of the two rows, and putting that which is now the bottom row at the top.

Li

Similarly he may re-arrange the elements of the pattern in Figure 2 in a variety of different
ways; he will thus be gaining an insight into the first principles necessary to enable him to improvise
copies for himself.

Figures such as these have very little inherent interest; but by encouraging his

a
br

pupils to exercise their ingenuity in re-arranging the simple elements so as to form fresh combinations,
a teacher may make them attractive as class exercises.

We have now completed the preliminary exercises necessttry to secure freedom of movement

ry

combined with accuracy; but as the student progresses through the remainder of the course laid
<lown, he must constantly return to these early pages and practise the exercises over and over again.
Right methods of work are difficult to acquire when wrong habits have already been formed ; and,

without constant practice of exercises such as these, there is always a tendency to slip back into the
rut which is already well worn.

13
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LESSON

VII.

An

ELEMENTARY FREEHAND.

tiq

The two figures on Plate VII. illustrate by contrast the remark made in the last lesson as to

inherent interest in drawing copies.

These figures are of equal value as exercises, but Fig. 1 possesses

ue

the additional advantage of being interesting, from the fact that it bears some resemblance to a.

growing flower.

Fig. 2, which suggests no such notion, is simply a conventional form.

We are all

familiar with the desire on the part of children to know what is represented by the copy set before
them, and how a zest is added to their efforts when the subject is something which interests them.

rn

tte

Pa

We would, therefore, advise that, as far as possible, drawings of actual things should form the staple o[

Diagram 2.

Diagram I.

Li

the copies set before children; and that whenever purely conventional forms are employed they benot merely copied, but varied or re-arranged by the pupil, so that the mind may be engaged upon the
taining lines.

a
br

work, and not merely the band and eye.

In each of the figures on Plate VII. begin by drawing the con-

Diagram 1 explains which of the curved lines in Fig. 1 should first be drawn, the

lines being drawn in pairs as explained in Lesson IV.

The curves in Fig. 2 should be drawn in four

strokes of the chalk, Diagram 2 showing how much should be drawn in each stroke.

It may be

to A in Diagram 2 before commencing to draw the actual curves.

ry

necessary in the first attempts to mark the position of the four points of intersection corresponding

15
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LESSON

An

ELEM ENT ARY

VIII.

FREEHAN D-f '011ti11111•d.

Fig.1 is a more difficult exe1·cise based on tbE> same principle as Fig. 2 on Plate \"II. In this case

tiq

the entire figure is to be rlrawn in one strnke.

The guide lines haYing first been drawn, the student

should begin at the top and endearnur to draw the four loops of e<1ual size and similar shape, practising
It may be necessary in this case again to mark

the exercise alternately round towards right and left.

ue

the points of intersection.
intersecting points.

'fhe same figure may be practised next without the aid of guide lines or

In Fig. 2 the two containing arcs sbonl<l first be drawn, and next the two curves

which come in contact with these arcs at their middle points.

In this exercise it will be observed

that the currns are not entirely continuous; they should, howe,·er, be completely clrawn in the first

Pa

place, and the portions missing in the copy "honld be cleanly rubbed out afterwards from the drawing.

tte
rn

Diagram -l.

By this means alone can the right direction of the different sections of each cmTe be ensured.
Fig. B shou ld be practi sed as a preliminary exercise leading up to Fig. 4.

In Fig. 4 the aim should be

Li

to make both the spirals flow smoothly from the lower portion of the figure ; there shoukl be no
abruptness in the junction of the two pairs of cnrYes.

Diagram 4 shows how this figure may be

a
br

utilised in the construction of a more difficult copy suitable for the upper standards in an Elementary
School.

Fig. IJ is a conventional adaptation of the opening frond of the bracken.

Students living in

any part of the country where the actual plant is common will find much profit in collecting actual
specimens from which to work, for although the same principle will be found to gornrn the growth
'!.'bis

ry

of all, each example displays individual peculiarities which differentiate it from all the rest.

recognition of a single principle underlying many types is another step forward towards _tlie power of
designing original copies referred to in Lesson YI.

17
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LESSON IX.

An

ELEMENTARY

FREEHAND.-Conti1111ed.

tiq

The comeutional forms on Plate IX. al'e intended as examples for use i.n the drawing lesson.

In each case the figure should be built up step by step before the class.

In Fig. 1 the rhombus

should be r1rawn first, and for a yonng class the diagonals of the rhombns may also be drawn.

Next

ue

draw the curve<l lines in pairs, beginning with the outer curves and ending with those nearest the
mi<lclle line.

rn

tte

Pa
Diagram :2.

Diagram 3.

Li

In Fig. 2 the coutaining ellipse should be drawn, and next the two intersecting circles shown
m Diagram 2, taking great care to preserve the relative sizes of these circles.

In drawing this

figure on the board the circles shown in Diagram 2 should enable the teacher to complete the figure

a
br

in long sweeping strokes, arn1 at the same time preserve the necessary accuracy of form.

The method of drawing Fig. 3 is illustrated in Diagram 3 ; and here again the tLssistance of
the ellipse should enable the figure to be drawn in long free curves.

The guide lines suggested

ry

by these n.nd other diagrams should be drawn on .the blackboard much more lightly than the lines
of the figure itself; they may then be left on the board without in any way interfering with the
appearance of the finishe<1 example.

This plan is far more workmanlike than attempting a system of

lining-in, which really means doing the work twice over.

HI
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LESSON X.

An

ELEM ENT ARY

FREEHAN D.-1 'ontinwd.

tiq

In rnpying example,; such as those giwn on Plate X., the aim should be to render the:spirit

of the original rnther than to obtn,in a mechanically accurate reproduction.
In Figs. 1 a1111 2, it will be observed that although in each case there is a general balance of

ue

the two sides of the copy they are not absolutely

~ymmetrical.

This genera,! balance is to be observed in the majority of leaf forms, but mechanical
symmetry never.

rn

tte

Pa
Diagram :i.

Li

In both Figs. 1 and 2, the student shoukl begin with the rectilinear figures, so as to ensure true
proportion in his drawing.

He shonlcl observe next the position of the point from which the different

a,ngles in Fig. 2 should be the last pnrt of the copy to be drawn.

The sub-divisions at the

y
ar
br

parts of the leaf radiate, and draw the long curves outward from this point.

Fig. 3 shows a spray arranged in the form of a scroll, and it is this scroll form which must
first be drawn.

In all drawings of this character it will be found ad\·isable to begin with the general

form and gradually to break it np into details, rather than to attempt to build up the general shape
by a<1ding one detail to another.
Diagram H illustrates the steps to be followed in this exercise.
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LESSON XI.

An

ELEMENTARY

DESIGN.

tiq

The figures on Plate XL are examples of the c:onstruction of elementary patterns from 8imple
lines and forms already learnt. We do not propose to go Yery deeply into the subject of design, but
to confine ourrnlvEs to that phase of the •mbject which is most u;;eful to the student of blackboar<l
drawing.

ue

\~' e hare already referred to the practice of improvising new copies by re-arranging tl1e
elements of those which are alrnady familiar, and we no"· propose to go a step farther.

Side by side with his freehand exercises the student should cultinite the power of designing
simple examples, for bis ultimate aim should be to use the blackhoard without reference to copies;
and the skill arnl confidence necessary for this end are best acqnirnd by practising original work from
the outset.

Pa

tte

The stndent may reganl design primarily in the sense of arrangement . He lrns made himself
familiar with certain forms ; let him now dernte his mind to arranging these forms so as to
produce pleasing combinations. The easiest and most obvious ll'ay of doing this is to Jay ont the
forms upon some geometrical plan . Thus, in Fig. 1 a square is adopted as the ".field" upon which
the 1lesign is to be laid out, and the ellipse is the ' ' tiJ1·111 " employed. Four ellipses are drawn on the
diagonals, arnl four semi-ellipses on the cliametera of the ~quare.

rn

In Fig. 2 the square is again used as a geometrical basis, ellipses are drawn on the diagonals,
and the design is completed by the a1ldition of cun·es which bk•nd the forms of the ellipses with that
of the sqnare.

Fig. 3 is a simple design for a continuous border. Each element of this pattern fits into an
oblong, therefore the border should be divided up into oblongs before drawing the curres.
Fig. 4 shows a method of filling a square with a bi-symmetrical copy; while Fig. 5 shows how
scroll form may be laid out so as to form a square-shaped design.

~imple

Li

a

a
br

Without using other elements than these the student will find ample scope for his ingenuity;
but by bringing two or more different forms into combination in the same design be may still farther
increase the poEsibilities of niriation.

ry

In the drawing lesson it will be found extremely useful to prescribe certaiH forms for use by
the class, and, ha Ying first shown one or two examples of their combination, to call upon the chi ldren
to evolve fresh patterns. Thus, in Fig. 1 the ellipse ancl square might ham been prescribed; in
Fig. 5 the scroll and square.

The interest of the pupils in this kind of work will eitsut·e that their drnwing is carefully done,
and an additional stimulus may lie provided by allO\\·ing the most successful drawings to be coloured.
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LESSON XII.
ELEMENTARY

DESIGN.- C!o11ti11111't!.

An

Jn the figures on Plate Xll. the lo:i:enge bas been adoptetl a~ the geometrical basis on which to
work. Fig. 1 shows a bi-symmetrimtl design filling a lozenge, while [•'ig 2 shows how, by repeating
the geometrical figme, an effective all-over pattern may be obtained. By the simple process of
repetition, this class of design may he extended so as to curnr itny reqnire<1 space.

tiq

We have now <lea,lt with three important steps in the prnctice of de:;ign : fir:;t, S('lf'ction of
form; secornlly, arrangement; thirdly, repetition.
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Diagram 2.

ry

It may be necessary to direct the attention of the student to the special advantitge which
follows from repetition of the geometrical figure and its contained form, as shown in Fig. 2. lt is
to be observed, then, that this repetition establishes a,n entirely new set of forms, namely, the
spaces between the repeats of the original form; and it is the presence of these new forms in juxtaposition with the original forms which gives the added richness of effect to be obser\'ed in Fig. 2, as
compared with Fig. 1. The suitability of any particular figure for use in a repeating pattern of
this kind depends largely upon the character of the new forms obtained when the figure is repeated.
Thus Fig. 4, although by itself more interesting than Fig. 1, <levelops no new form when combined
as in Fig. 5.

In Diagram 2 a new tLil-over pattern has been developed from Fi g. 2. The pattern of Fig. 2
will be seen to consist of a white figure on a black ground, the ground spaces repeating with the
same regularity as the fignre. We have already said that the combination of the figure and ground
establishes a new form, and this form is used as the figure in Diagram 2. In this diagrnm it will be
seen that the figure space and the alternati ng grounrl space are both of the same shape and size, a
method of design known as 1'01mter-d1a11ye.
25
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LESSON XIII.
ELEM ENT ARY

DESIGN.-< 'ontii111ed.

tiq

An

Plate XIII. gives fnt·ther e:rn1nples of all-over patterns, in this case based upon the square.
The squared blackboard may Le utilised fol' this class of exercise, although the size of the squares
will perhaps be found too small in the majority of cases. This difficulty might be overcome, however,
by allowing four squares on the blackboard to represent one square in the pattern, thus increasing the
scale of work to a serYiceable size.
Figs. 1 and 2 are illustrntions of the principle of counter-change, referred to in Le~son XII.,
for it will be obserYe<l that in the completed portion of these designs the figure is alternately
black and white.
The white portions are somewhat huger than the black; bnt this has arisen from
the fact that the witlth of the preliminary outline is included in each of the white figures. By using
a very fine outline this ,liscrepancy might baye been avoide,l.
The unfinished portion in each of these figures serYes to indicate the method by which it has
been constrncted . If we look at the bottom right-band square of Fig. 1, we see that a broken curve
is drawn diagonally across it.
The next square to the left shows the same lines reYersed, and with
the exception of the centt·a.l loop forms, these form the entire pattern, which is constructed by reversing
and repeatiug in this way. Fig. 2 is constructerl similarly from a diffol'ent element, and an ellipse
substituted for the loop form.

ue
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Diagram 3.

Ob~errn that, in each successive horizontal row of squares, the element is moYed one place to
the left or right, in order to obtain the required combination.
In Fig . :-J the method of construction is slightly different. The main spaces of the pattern are
contained entirely by strnight lines and semicircles. In order to appreciate this construction, let the
eye be crtrried along one of the Yertical lines on which the centre of a semicircle falls.
It will be
seen that the semicircles lie alternately to the left and right of this line, and that they are arrnnged
at regular internls.
Diagram H shows an application of the principle of counter-change to this design.
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XIV.

LESSON
ELEMENTARY

DESIGN .-Contin11ed.

An

tiq

Hiwing consi<lered a few simple methods of laying out patterns npon a purely geometrical
basis, we next proceed to apply the 8ame principles to conYentional form s. We may consider all the
form s with which we haYe to deal as falling into three classes : geometrical forms , cml\"entional form s,
ancl natural forms. Geometrical forms are such as may be described by rule and compass , their essential
characteristic being mechanictLl accuracy. 'l'hus the squa1·e, the circle, th e triangle, are geometrical
form s. In con rentional forms we attempt to combine the mechanical character of the geometrical
witb th e interest which attaches to nat ural forms In order to effect this, the salient lines only of the
natural form are selected, and these are combined in some regu lar mann er, or according to a fixed
general principle.

ue

Thus in the first figure on Plate XIV. the desig n consists of a combination of th e sp iral , with
which we are already familiar, and the leaf of the wild strawbetTy.
In setting out such a design as this, the spiral should first be drawn as shown in Diag ram 1,
for it bears the same relationship to the leaves as did the squares to the figures on Plate XIII.

rn

tte
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Diagram I.
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If the leaYes in the desi~n be carefully obseryed it will be seen that they are arranged in a
regular manner round the spiral, and that the stem of each leaf grows out tangentially, thus
conforming to one general principle. It will, moreover, be seen that the leaves are not absolute
copies of the nat ural leaf, but that the salient form only is preserYed .
. ~n th e second design on Plate X~V. an ad~itional element o~ difficulty has ~een introduced by
combmmg two sprays so as to form a b1-symmetncal copy. In this case the spiral on both sides
should first be drawn, next the leaf stems on both side3 , and finally the "'roups of leaves-these l!.!-st
being drawn in pairs so as to preserve the balance.
"'

. . The studen~ will do well to attempt the construction of original designs based upon these
prmciples, bu t nsmg for the purpose fresh natural forms, such as the iYy, the honeysuckle, the
hawthorn, &c. By this means he will open up to himself an unlimited store of material for his
lessons, ancl will not be driven to fall back upon L'epetition of hackneyed examples.

29
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OBSERVATION

OF

ELEMENTARY

FORMS.

tiq

An

LESSON XV.

\\'e haYe referred two or three times to the importance of ,.;peed in the execution of blackboard

drawings, and our first exercises were devised largely with a view to promoting it.

The student will

find bis work very much simplifieil, and hiri speed in execution consequently increased, if he will strive

ue

to cultivate the faculty of analysing the forms he has to draw.

As a result of this analysis he will

find that more or less complicated forms often have for their bnsis one of the elementary figures with
which he is familiar.

The fignres on Plate XV. are given in illustration of this fact.

Pa

Fig. 1 represents a lilac leaf, and it will be seen that a Yery considerable portion of its outline
conforms to the circumference of a circle.

This suggests that a circle might first be drawn, and the

point of the leaf and other variations added.

tte

Again, in Fig. 2, the laurel leaf is observed to be almost perfectly elliptical in shape, and this
suggests that an ellipse might be used with ad vantage in obtaining the general shape.
Figs. 3 and 4 offer examples of an extension of the same principle to less simple forms.
it

rn

Each of these examples is made up of

combination of several distinct parts, and in analysing

them the student shonl<l fix his attention upon the principal part only.

Thus, he will in each of

these cases observe that the body of the vase suggests the form of an egg-the one case being

Li

an inversion of the other.

He will begin, then, by drawing the oval or egg form; next the ellipses; and lastly the lines

a
br

showing the .contour of the neck.

It is to be observed that in vase forms the ellipses follow the rule already laid down with
regard to cylinders am1 cones; i.t., their lon gest diameters are at right angles to the axis of the figure.

ry

Figs. 3 and 4 are given on this plate in order to bring together examples of the principle we

desire to illustrate, but the practice of these figures may be deferred with advantage until after
Lesson XVI.
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LESSON
THE

ELLIPSE

XVl.

AND

THE

OVAL.

tiq

An

Fig. 1 on Plate X. VI. repre~ents a cylinder lying on its side. In drawing the object in this
position the first point to be determined is the apparent inclination of the a.xis. This apparent
inclination is affected by two conditions, viz., the height of the eye above the object, and the direction
of the axis with regard to the line of sight. When the cylinder lies at right angles to the line of
sight its axis is represented by .a horizontal line; when, however, the axis is in any other direction it
appears to slope upward or downward towards its further extremity, and the degree of slope and
the apparent length of the axis are increased as the eye is raised above or lowered beneath the level
of the object. In order to appreciate this, the student should place the actual object before him and
obserYe the effect of altering the point of sight or the position of the object. Having determined
the apparent slope, draw the axis in position. Next draw lines at right angles to it through each
of its extremities, and let these lines represent the longest diameters of the ellipses. Although only
one ellipse is completely drawn in Fig. 1, the student is advised to draw both, and to rub out
afterwards that portion of the remote ellipse which is invisible. The remote ellipse will be somewhat
smaller than the near one, but it will be more nearly circular in form. Having drawn the ellipses
let the top and bottom lines of the figure be drawn as tangents to them.
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Diagram 2.

Li

In Fig. 2 the steps in the drawing are the same as for Fig. 1, the only additional difficulty

a
br

being the handle. The apparent form of the handle will vary according to the position of the eye,
and Diagram 2 shows how to draw it in each of four different positions. The student should practise
from actual objects, and should make himself familiar with more than one position, as extra credit
is given in the examination if he be able to show facility in this direction. The point tl should be
kept vertically over b (see Diagram 2) in every case, or the handle will not appear to be properly
placed on the mug.

ry

Fig. 4 shows a useful method of drawing the oval.
The circles should be drawn lightly
first, and the curve of the oval put in with one or two bold, sweeping strokes. In Fig. 3 draw the
Care must be taken to make the cup of the acorn
oval first, and next the ellipse round the middle.
disappear naturally behind the acorn itself. In Fig. 3 the invisible lines of the base of the acorn
and part of the further half of the ellipse have been indicated ; and this is with a view to suggesting
the method of drawing the object. If these superfluous lines be drawn very faintly on the blackboard,
they need not be rubbed out as they will not interfere with the effectiveness of the drawing.
33
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CYLINDER AND
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The principles governing the representation of the cylinder and the cone are identical, the
difference between them being merely one of detail. In each case the axis should first bo
drawn, and next the longest diameter of the elli}Jse 01· ellipses. Reference to Figs. 1 and 2
will m11ke this clear. In drawing the sloping side;; of the cone they should be drawn so as
to touch, but not to intersect, the ellipse; they should not be drnwn to the extremities of the
major axis of the ellipse, or they will intersect the curves of the ellipse.

ue

Figs. 3 and 4 show the cone and cylinder in fresh positions, but the methotl of drawing
is still the same. In reference to Fig. 4, note that the sborter the axis of the figure, the more
nearly circular will be the ellipses.
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Fig. 6, an oil tin, is based upon the cone.
step" in tbe drawing of this figure.
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Diag-ram fi.

Diagram Ga.

Diagrams 6 and Ga explu.in the prelimina1·y

ry

fo Fig. 2, on Plate X.YL, attemion was directed to the necessity for keeping the handle nrtical;
but in this figure care must \..e taken to see that the extremities of the handle lie, not in a rnrtical
line, but in a straight line drawn from the vertex of the cone to a point in the circumference of
its base. Fi gure 5 illustrates the principles goYerning the drawing of the handle, the straight
lines there shown being drawn so that if produced they would meet all in one point. Note that
the spout of the tin is a small cone, although the vertex is somewhat blnnted.
D
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Figs. 2 and 4 are both based on the cone.

OBJECTS.

In each case the general form of the object

should be drawn first as shown in Diagrams 2 and 4 regpectirnly.
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Diagram 3.
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Diagram 2.

Diagram 4.
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Fig. 4 inlr0tluces a fresh difficnlty in the handle and the brackets to which it is attachen.

Care should be taken to get the brackets correctly situated with regard to each other; in order
to do this, first fix the position of one bracket anJ join the point indicating this position to

the centre of the ellipse, producing the line through to meet th e circurnfei·ence of the t>llipse
on the opposite side.

Thi s fixes the position of the SPcond bracket.

The same methocl of

proceeding shoultl be followl'll in dealing with a handle such as that shown in Fig. fi.

Diagram 3

explains the preliminary step in th e drawing of Fig. 3.
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Diagrams 1 and la illustrate the steps in t1rawing the kettle on Plate XIX., while Diagram 2
explains the method to be adopted for the cup and saucer. The kettle is built up on a cylinder, the
cup on a truncated cone. The correctness of the general proportions of the figures will depend upon
the accuracy of the cylinder aud cone respectively. If either the kettle or cup be revolved on its own
axis new vie,va will be obtained of the spout and handle in the one case, and of the handle in the
other; but it is to be observed that no alteration occm·s in the appearance of the cylin<kr or cone.
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Diag-ram la.

Diagram 1.
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Fig. 1.-First draw a cylinder resting on one of its circular ends. Next draw the ellipse
showing the junction of the spout with the cylinder (see Diagram 1). Within the upper ellipse of
the cylinder draw another concentric ellipse, as explained in Lesson V., Fig. 3. This ellipse
represents the base of a dome-shaped construction forming the top of the kettle. Draw this as shown
in Diagram ]a,, and rub out those portions of the ellipses which lie behind it. Next draw the spout,
obtaining the general directions of its lines as shown in Diagram la. The handle should be practised
iu rnrious positions as suggested for Fig. 2, Plate XVI.
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Diagram 2.

In drawing the cup and saucer the greatest care must be taken to make the cup appear to rest
in the bottom of the saucer; and the saucer itself must not be made to appear too deep, or it will have
the appearance of a bowl.
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In all the lessons on common objects the student is earnestly advised to place the actnal

objects before him, and to strive to realise their appearance from various points of Yiew.

By this

ue

means alone "·ill he obtain tlte full benefit of his practice.
Diagram 1 shows the method of commencing the egg-saucepan, which is another variation of
the trnncated cone.

Observe that the spout and handle are not in this case on opposite sides of the

circle, but that there is a quadrant or quarter-circle between them.

The same arrangement of spout

Pa

aml han<lle may be ob.:;erred in the case of an ordinary tin coffee-pot.
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Diag-ra1n :!.
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Diagnun J.

a
br

n;itgrams 2 and 2a illustrate the steps in the drawing of Fig. 2.

Dia gran1 :!a.

Great care rnnst be taken

with the egg in the egg-cnp to make it appear to fit, and the same remarks apply here as were
employed in Lesson XYI. with reference to Fig. i:l.
separately before attempting the entire group.

The stndent is adYised to practise the objects

In the egg whicb lies on the plate obserYe the slightly

ry

upward slope of its axis, indicating that the narrow end of the egg is turneJ away from the spectator.

In drawing the spoon begin by indicating its general position, next draw the bowl, and lastly the
handle, taking care to represent faithfnlly the slight cnrntture of tlie latter.
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Fig. 1 on Plate XXI. is to be drawn as shown in Diagram 1. 'l'he shape of the loaf is based
upon that of tbe square prism, although the upper portion presents certain irregularities.
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Diagram l.
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In drawing objects of this character it is advisable to commence with those portions which
present the greatest regularity of form. Thus the lower portion of the loaf shoul<l be drawn first,
and the more broken and irregular upper portion added. A deft:ct in the drawing of the lower
portion would be more noticeable than a similar defect in the upper part, therefore great care must
be taken to set out the first lines accurately.

rn

In drawing the knife the most difficult feature is the junction of the handle with the blade.
This should be studied from the enlarged sketch given on the Plate. The handle is bi-symmetrical,
i.e., its two sides exactly balance each other; therefore a middle line showing its general direction
should first be drawn, and the curves made to balance each other on opposite sides of this middle
line. Note the slight curvature of the blade, but be careful not to exaggerate it. The back of the
blade lies nearly in a line with the middle line of the handle.
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Diagram 2.

Begin the teapot by drawing a large ellipse as shown in Diagram 2. The rim and the t1omed
lid follow the same steps as have been already explained in connection with the kettle on Plate XIX.
The spout and handle lie on opposite sides of the body of the teapot; their positions shonl1l be
accurately determined before drawing them. The teapot should be practised in a number of different
positions.
48
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The different parts of this group should each be practised before attempting the group as a
whQle. Thus the match-box, the extinguisher, the saucer of the caadlestick, and the handle of the
same may each serve as a separate exercise leading up to the more difficult task.

tiq

In commencing to draw the group as a whole follow the plan shown in Diagram 1. Note
that the line indicating the junction of the tin in the saucer is drawn towards the vertex of the cone
of which this saucer is a portion.
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Diagram 1.
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The handle partakes of the general form of a cylinder ; the direction of the axis of this
cylin<ler being in general agreement with that of the circumference of the ellipse at that point.
Note that the cylinder dips below the edge of the saucer. Having drawn the cylinder in the
required position, the necessary alteration required in order to express the construction of the
handle may be effected as shown in Diagram 2.

In drawing the candle take care to make it a little nanower than the socket, and in drawing
the extinguisher let its base be sufficiently large to enable it to cover the candle.

ry
Diagram 2.
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The same plan must be obserYed in this as in the preceding lesson; that is, the objects must
be practised separately before being attempted together. Diagram 1 shows the method of drawina the
pail, which is another illustration of a truncated cone. Note that the principal straight lines i~ the
diagram all con\·crgc towards one point; and if the cone were completely drawn, this point would be
its Yertex. The band rouml the bottom of the pail, howeYe1-, does not lie in the surface of the cone,
but is cylindrical in form. It should be drnwn after the upper part of the pail, and the short Yertical
lines on the lefL and right of it should be very carefully attended to, or they will giye the rim the
appearance of being splayed outwards at the bottom. ln drawing the brush begin with the handle;
next indicate lightly the grneral rna~s of the bristles as shown in Diagram 2, and finally break up
this mass iuto its separate tufts.
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Diagram I.
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Diagram 2.

lJiagram 3.
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The most important feature to be obserrnd in drawing the dustpan is that the handle is
slightly tilted upward from the plane of the dustpan itself. (8ee Diagram 13.)
HaYing completed our examples of common objects, it may be well now to say a few words as
to t,he selection and arrangement of fresh groups by the student himself. He is advised, then, to
select large objects of definite form; that is, objects whose general shape conforms more or less to
that of a prism, a cylinder, or a cone. In a group, the objects composing it should bear some natural
relation one to the other, as shown in Plates XXI., XXII. and XXIII. ; otherwise, the notion of
the incongruity of their association will overpower whatever sense of picturesqueness the objects
themselves may suggest.
The composition of the group should be such as not to betray the fact of its having been
purposely arranged. In Plate XXIIJ., for example, if the pail, the dustpan and the brush had been
placed side by side at regular intervals apart, the effect would have been stiff and formal, and the
regularity of the arrangement would have destroyed the pictorial effect of the group.
The objects should not be placed all on the same level, nor yet all in one plane. Thus, in
Plate XXIII., the brush is raised above the general level, while the dustpan projects forward from the
plane of the other objects.
Objects in oblique positions should be combined with others in vertical or horizontal positions,
so as to give variety; rectilinear objects should be combined with curved objects for the same purpose.
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Shells are among the sirnplest, the most beautiful, and at the same time the most easily
obtained of natmal objects. 'l'he student should make himself familiar with the construct.ion of the
commoner types, for he will firnl that they illustrate almost every variety of form he requires to prnctise.
The illustrations on this and the next two plates give one view only of each type pourtrayed;
but thl' stmlent "·ill do well to draw from actual exa,mples, and to practise each one from <t number
of <lifferent points of Yiew. His chief <lifficnlty will be to decide which lines to draw and which to
omit. Let him examine the shell carefully, and strive to knuw its form and the principles of its
construction, and let him keep in mind these principles in making his drawing; by this n1eans he
will be led to recognise the essential lines as distinguished from those which a,re superflnons.
The general form of the shell rather than details of marking shoul<l engage his first 1ittention;
arnl he shoulrl be quick to recognise familiar elementary lines imd forms, as was explaiHed in
LessoH XV.
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Diagram 1.

Diagra111 3.

Diagram 2.

rn

'l'hns in Fig. 1 he may recognise a modified oval; in Vig. 2 a spirnl ; Fig. 8 is a combination
of the ornl <Lnd spiml; Fig. 4 a c:ombination of the spiral and the cone; Fig. 5 and Fig. G each
combine the spiral arnl the cone.
Di1tgram 1 shows how to <lraw Fig. 1; begin with the oval and then make the lip-like
variations. In Fig. 2 begin by drawing the spiral (Diagram 2). Begin Fig. 3 as shown in Diagram 8.
'rhe form of Fig. 4 nrny be best realised by curling up a piece of paper inta a scroll ; the relation
between the paper ;111d shell being similal' to that which exists between a cylinder and a cone (see
Diagram -!). Begin Fig. 5 by <lrawing a cone in the same position and of the same proportions as
the shell, and then trace the spiral round the surface of the cone (Diagram 5).
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Diagram 4.

Diagram 5.
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Tbe figures on Plate XXV. are of a somewhat more irregular type than those on the preceding
plate, but the method of drawing them is the s.ame.
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Diagram I.

Diagram 2.
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The simple basic form s are still present as foundation s, althollgh irreglllarities of detail
tend to obscure them. The ellipse may be seen in Fig. 1 ; Fig. 2 is almost a quadrant or quartH
circle, with a number of the ra1lii drawn; the cone appears in Fig. 8; the •piral in Fig. 4 ; while
Fig. ;) combines the cone, the s piral and the sphere . It is interes ting to note that the portion of t.h e
shell most intimately connecte<l with the life of itil occupant displays the greatest degree of regnlar1ty
and the greatest perfection of form; howeYer rough an1l irregular the Ollter surface may be, . the
internal arrangements will be found to conform to the pattern proper to the speciPs. This being so,
it follows that the best guide to the drawing of obj ec ts such as the3e is th e reali sation of the internal
structure, and of the principle on wh:i.ch it is arranged. Keeping thi s notion before him, the student
is likely to achieve a fair amoun t of- success; forg-etting it, his work becomes at once l.ess intelligent
and less accurate. Diagrams 1 to 5 show how to commence the respective figures to wlnch they rnfer.
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Diagram 4:.

Dia.gram 5.
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'!'he greatet' perfection of the internal as compared with the external form of shells :irises from
the method by \l"hich the shell is constructed. '!'be molluscs, or shell fish, have soft bodies without
boneR; they are, however, provided with a means of supplying themselves with a substitute>. From
their skin a glutinous moisture is secreted; and it is the hardening of thi8 moisture which forms the
shell. It will be readily seen that the inner surface of a shell thus formed will partake of the form of
its occupant, while the outer surface, being exposed to the influence of accidental surroundings, is
likely to be modified thereby d11ring the hardening process . It is rnry useful to divirl.e a shell by a
section through its axis, arnl thus to obtain a view of the internal structure and the varying thickShells are commonly grouped into three classes-unirnlvf's, bivalves and
nesses of the shell wall.
multivalves.
Unirnlves consist of a single chamber, generally spiral in form, and the occupant is
provi1le<l with a thick hol'lly cover for the pnrpose of closing the entrance when lie retires. Birnlrns
consist of two parts \d1ich are hinged togetlier, and are capable of being opened or closed at will uy
the oc<upint. MultirnJve shells are snch as consist of a number of shelly parts hinged together.
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Diagram 2.

Diagram I.
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Figs. 1 and 2 on Plate XX \'I. are both unirnlves, and, although tbey are so c1issimil11r in
general outward appearance, they base been constructed on the same principle. '!'his may be seen by
referring to Diagrams 1 ancl 2, whicli ill ustrate the general principles of their construction.
Whereas, however, the outer form of Fig. 1 follows the structural lines pretty closely, that of Fig. 2
shows considerable di \·ergences. In each case the student must begin his drawing as shown in the
diagmm.
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If a leaf of simph' form (such as the ivy leaf shown in Fig. 1) be he!t1 at arm's length by the
stu<lent, and movecl into various positiom, he will observe that it offers to his view an infinite number
of changing forms. Bnt apart from this rnriety of shapes, each in ir,self be:tutiful, thern i~ a certain
charncteristic ueauty of form to be obserrnd in the leaf itself reganle<l clirecLly, and without these
modifications due to rnryiug points of view. Snch a form may be obt,~ined by laying the leaf fiat on
a piece of paper and tracing round it with a pencil. 'rhe form thus obtained m igbt well be called the
st({:fi1ri11 of the lettf; for it is the form sought after and realise<l by the plant in its growth and
development.
In commencing the study of leaves, the stu<lent will <lo well to ,]evote his attention first to
their ·"·l(!im11 ., , arnl to practise them until he becomes familiar with the general principles of leaf
form, an1l the characteristic differences between some of the common varieties. The figures given on
Plritrs XX VII.-XXI:\.. are intended as snggestions rather than as an exhaustive series: the student
will derirn the grL'ntest adrnntage from the use, not merely of these, lint of ex~mples wbi<Jh he
himseif ha~ collected.
In dra1ving tb1• form of a leaf or any similar figure, the eye has a rnttura,I tendency t.o follow
the ontline of the subject, and so to l::<J drawn away from the consiclerntion of itK general proportions.
'l'he exercises in this itnd the next lesson ara intended to counteract this tendency by specially
dir.·cting attention to the mass rnther than the outline of the figures. Referring to Plate XXVII. it
will be observecl that en,ch leaf there representei lies within a figure simpler thn,n itself. In drawing
one of these exmnples the first step is to represent tlie proportions of this simpler figure correctly.
Next, the attention shoulcl be concentrate1l upon the white spnces which differentiate the simple
figure from the actual leaf, and tliese shonld be laid on by means of a brush and tempera (see
Lesson XX \'III.), although the chalk may serve very well for small ex nm pies.
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Diagrnm fa.
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Diagram

Diagrnm ib.
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Remember that the object of the exercise is to cultivate the sense of proportion and the power
of spacing out drawings correctly; and to eschew entirely, therefore, the use of lines. The white spaces
surrounding the leaves should not be laid on in single strokes of the brush, but the student should fePl
his way from the first simple form to the more elaborate cletaik
Diagrams 4, fa, and Jb will
illnstrate the steps in the process.
lt will be noticed that in these examples the form of the leaf itself is expresse1l negatively, the
actual drawing being an expr~ssion of the difference between the simple surrounding form and the
leaf. The alternative method is treated on Plates XL . am1 XLI. Figures drawn in mass on the
blackboard are very suitable as freehand cupies for chi!tlren, who should be called upon to copy the
figure in outline.
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The Ryllalrns of the Roarcl of Education suggests that the" Lrnsh with tempera" may bo 11sw
as an altt>rnati\'e medillln in bltLckboan1 drnwing; it may Lo well, therefore, to point out the rvhantages
peculiar to each metholl of work.
The chalk is superior for line-work, and it lrns the ailditional
advantage of convenience, for it is always ready to hand, and requires no preliminary preparntion
before it can be used. The Lrnsh with tt>mpern, howernr, lenrls itself more readily to the eornring of
surfaces, an1l is therefore the superior meilium where broad masses of black atH1 white are required.
On Plak XXVIII. examples are girnn of the use of tempeta and chalk in conjunction. 'l'hl· tempern
may be prepar('a by mix;ng poWl1em1 chalk with water to the consistency of a thick pask. If kept in
a small bowl or basin, the a1ltlition of a little fresh water from time to time will R11pply the lm;s of
moisture due to ernporation.
Care should be taken, however, not to use the ternpern in too liqni1l
a state, or it will rnn 1lown the board and obliterate or <lisfigure the ·.rnrk.
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Th(• l1bckLoanls iu use iu many schools are alloweil to develop a greasy surface, and this will
be an ob~taclo to the laying-on of tetnpern: this difficulty may, however, be overcollle by mixing wiLlt
the tempcrn a small q11antity of liqnid ox-gall. The brnsh to be useil shouli1 be a soft hog-hair, or a.
camel-hair; if the latter, the bristles will rec1uire to be cut somewhat shorter than is usual, in or11e1· to
give the required amount of resistance.
The size of the brush should be not le.os than No. 12
hog-hair; and if larger, so much the better. It Ehould Le borne in mind that the primary object of
the use of the brush ii; to cover a surface: a small brush would give no pet·ceptible advantage ornr
the chalk.
In mass drawing, eithe1· of the two methods, the positirn or the negative, may be
€mployecl. Plates XX\'Il. an<l XX\'JII. are examples of the negative method, the figures pourtrnye1l
being indic~ted by the space which is left uucornred by the tempera. This method has tll'o a1hantages:
it enforces a preliminary recognition of the f/1'11Pral form of the figure as distinguished from its details;
it also allows of these details being afterwards elaborated positively with the chalk, as has LPen done
in the case of the Yeins of the leaYes on Plate XXVIII.
In practice the negatirn method should
precede the positiYe, for it con~ists of the analysis of the general mass of the figure, and the Lreaking
up of it into its component park
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The positive method which is illustrated on Plate;; XL. and XLI., assumes that the stuuent
has formed a mental picture of the general mass, has also pe.rfot·med the process of analysis, am1 i.,;
capable of builcliug up the general figure by a gradual accretion of the details. We shall refer more
fully to this phase of mass drawing when we reach Lesson XL.

ry

It will be noticed that the masses used to express the general shape of the figures on Plates
XXVII. and XX\'JII. are rectilinear in form, whereas the construction lines employed in provious
exercises ha\·e generally befn currnd. Thi~ difference emphasises the peculiar rnlue proper to each of
the two methods of work.
In the one case it is desiretl to direct attention to ,ti1r111, ant1 the essential
lines and curve~ are employed ; in the other case the 11m1wrtivn" are the featur,; under consiilerntion,
aml the space or area is oxpresserl by the most emphatic means possible. It must be remembered
t.hat each metho1 is comple1u mta.ry o[ the other; form and proportion being both essential to a
successfol drawing.
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On Plate XXIX. we return to the c011sideration of lenf forms expressed in outline. The student
who has workel1 carefully at the two previous les~ons will hnve little difficulty in drawing any of these
example.:; with a fair degree of accuracy. In each figure let him look first to the general proportions,
and, if necessary, let him faintly in<licate them on the blackbmml; by this means be will ensure
accurncy in one department of his work. Next let him endeavour to reali,;e the essential lines-those
lines which express the growth an<l 1lc\'elopment of the leaf-ancl let hilll work out Lis llrawing on
the ba~is of these lines.
To the casnal and perfunctory stuclent the contours of leaves, such, for
example, as those of the oak or the chrysanthemum, are no lllOre expressive than the outline of a
ma,p: drawn in this spirit, the exercise is valueless.
Under the apparent irregularity of outline the
stntlent should strive to observe evidences of life and growth, orclerliness and purposE; for, nntil he
does appreciate the existence of these qualities, he will never be able adequately to express the
appearnnce of natural forms.
Just as the shell forms were found to possess certain basic Jines
expressiYe of their internal structure, and suggestive of the hidden life they were designe<l to protect,
so these leaf forms conform to, and are develope:l from, certnin characteristic ribs and veins through
which the life of the ti:snes is translllitted. These ribs and veins arc the key to the arrnngement of
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Diagra:n 2.

Diagrnm :{.
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tl1e different sections of the leaf. In order to understand the relation which the veins bear to the
form of the leaf, compare the ivy, the oak, and the hawthorn. The veins of the ivy radiate n,11 from
one point; the veins of the oak spring alternately from opposite sides of the mid-rib ; while those of
the hawthorn are symmetrically arranged on opposite sides of the mid-rib.
Now note how the
general contour of the leaves is affected by these mrying arrangelllents.
The ivy leaf assumes the
form of a pentagonal star, the greatest development being along the vein which most nearly coincides
with the direction of the stem; the on.k leaf develops a general balance about its mid-rib; while the
leaf of the hawthorn is even more perfectly symmetrical than that of the oa.k.
These peculiarities
should btJ brought out in the drawing. Note carefully that each vein serves a different section of the
leaf, and that if produced, it would pass through the tip of that section.
The diagrams will show
thti student how to proceed.
Begin by drawing the general form ; next the mid-rib and vt:ins;
lastly the detail:; of the contour of the leaf. ln the diagrams the right half of the leaf is in each
case left incomplete in order to indicate the steps by which the contour should be tlrawn. In
puctising these and similar examples of leaves with a view to committing them to memory, the
:mHlent is advised to memorise the principles rather than the indivi<lnal examples; for although by
this method he may seem to make slower progress, be will eventually realise that be has acquired,
not a mere trick of manipulation, but an intelligent insight into his subject, which will enable him
to meet future difficulties with confidence.
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011 Pl<Lte XXX. we commence the stndy of flowers and leaves as seen m nature, i .<'., with all the
accidental modifications arising from perspective. It would be qnite futile for the student to attempt
to represent the foreshortened apprnrance of a leaf or flower unless be bas first made himself fairly
familiar with the principles of its growth . Let him begin then, in all cases, by studying the plant
be desires to copy, with a view to mastering its peculiarities and the principles of its growth; and.
in making hi s sketch, let him observe the principles, even although c1oing so may involve slight
inaccuracy in form.
Tnrning to the leaves ~hown in Figs. 2 and 5, we fincl that each consists of three separate
leaflets t.._·ranged upon one stem. In this respect they are similar. Now let us note the pomts of
dissimilarity; for it is by recognising these that the characteristics of the two types may be exprcs!'e<1.
Note, then, that the mid-ribs of the leaflets of the strawberry radiate all from one point, while
in the case of the columbine there is a considerable length of stalk separatiug tbe upper from the two
lower leaflets. In the veining, while the veins of each leaflet of the columbine radiate from the base
of the leaf, those of the strawberry are arrangecl on opposite sides of the mid -rib . (See Fig. 3.)
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Note also the serrations of the edges of the leaves; those of the columbine are ronndeil and
blunt, those of the st1awberry pointed. Observe, moreover, how in the case of the columbine there Is
a tendency in each leaflet towards a subdivision into three parts. J{eeping these few important
<liffcrences in mind let the student practise drawing these two examples. B e will note that one
figure is given in outline ancl the other in mass. When he has practised them in this way he may
attempt Fig. 2 in tempera and Fig. 5 in outline. Next let him attempt the four groups of leaves growing
on tbe plant in Fig. 3, drawing each group as a separate exercise. He should first draw the bottom
gronp on the left, next the bottom on the right, next the top group on the right, and lastly the top
group on the left. By this mem1s be will encounter a gradually increasing degree of difficulty in the
pose of each new group.
Next let him practise the flower, and finally he may attempt the entire
group. When dniwing a group such as Fig. 3 be must bear in mind the essential <1ifference that
exi~ts between this antl such an exercise as that shown on Plate XXIII. In the present case the different
sections of the group are part of a united whole; they must therefore be drawn, not as isolate<1 ,;prays
of leaYes, but as parts of a single subject and each related to the others.
Diagram 3 will show how to ensure that this important feature of connected growth is
correctly expressed. We have left Fig. 1 to the last, as it offers the greatest difficulty . Eacb bloom
should be diawn 1:eparately before the complete figure is attempted. In drawing the entire figure
begin in the rnme way as was indicated for Fig. 3.
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The spe:::imeus chosen for reprml1tct iu11 in tltese pages ha1·e beP n purposely selecte(l from among
the commoner varieties of plants and natnrnl objects; arnl this ht1s been (lone partly with the view
of cnco urn,ging the student to collect si1uilar examples for himself, arnl to practise fro111 tlwse adtml
olijL'ds. ln no part of the conr,.;e can this plan be more easily ot· 11tore a(ha11tageonsly followed, than
in the lessons which deal with learns an<l flowers.
The benefit to be <lerived from copying the
e:rnmples here girnn 1s only partial; for the process of transcribing from the n:i.rnrnl object to the ffat
su rf'ace h:1s been already p;irfo nned, and the student consequently finds his work half done for him.
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If he will take an actu1l spray, such as the buttercup on the opposite page, and attempt to make a.
drawing from it, he will appreciate the significance of this fact.
He will find himself hesitating as
to what shall be represen:ed and what omittecl ; he will be puzzled by the changing Yiews which
result from eYery trifling mornment of his head; he will be bewildered by the multitude of details
clamouring for recognition; and finally ,,·hen his drawing is complete, he will be depressed by a sense
of its inaccuracy.
These am some of the difficulties and discouragements he must be prepared to
encounter when he turns fro1i1 the flat copy to the actual example; and yet, if he be in earnest, he
He 11·ill experience the satisfaction of
will find compensations which more than balance them.
knowing that his work is original-a part of himself-that the copy from which he works is perfed
and Cll.nnot mislead him; that his work inrnlves mental effort, and not merely mechanical skill.
The flower and leaf should each be practised 8eparntely b9fore beginning the more adrnncrd
stLHly; and when the construction of each of these different details is familiar the spray should l>e
sketched out as shown in Diagram 1, and tLence carried to completion.
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Jn the early lessons we calle1l attention to tltl' valne of recognising simple forms whenever
they occnrrecl as the foundation or basi s of the tignre under consideration. Thi s habit of ~eeking for
the elemental lines in any form he may clesirn to tlraw should be constantly practised by the stn dent;
for by thi s means he will gradually develop the power of selection necessary to enable l1im to make
original dt'signs. With this i1l ea in mirnl we analyse ::;ome of the fignr<'s on Plate XXXII., and show
how conventional forms may be evoh·ed from them.
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Diagram 5.

Beginning with Fig. 1, the wilt! rose embodies the form of a shallow basin or saucer; if,
therefore, we eliminate the accidental irregularities, we may arrive at a figure such as that shown in
Diagram 1. In the same manner Fig. 2 might suggest Diagram 2; and Fig. ::l, Diagram 3. 'rhe
inverted leaf in Fig. 5 suggests Diagram 5; while the bloom of the violet suggests Diagram i"ia.
Any of these conventional forms might be repeated on a geometrical basis, and the resulting figure
woulcl then pitrtake of the nature of design. Observe that there are two steps: the selection of the
forms, and their arrangement. It is not suggested that the com·entional renderings here shown are
by any means the best possible; they are intended merely to indicate the spirit in which natural
forms may be treated with a view to extracting their most ornamental features and characteristics.
Examples such as are shown in Diagrams 1-5 are suitable as freehand examples for class use.
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Two sprigs of American uay are shown in Plate X.X.X.III.: the one in mass, the other in outline.

In l'ither d these eases great difficulty will be experienced in making a faithful copy unless the correct

tiq

method be a11opted. The essential lines in each of these extLmples are the stalk and the mid-ribs of
the lea Yes ; after laying out the general proportions, these should be indicated as shown in Diagram 1.
'lhe relative positions of the stem and tlie mid-ribs of the leaws give to the plant its clmracteristic
appearancP, for the leaves thernsehes are by 110 means uncommon in shape. The lower portion of
Plato X.X.X. ll L is occupied by details gathered from the hazel tree. Fir~t study the form of tlw leaf
which is shown in the bottom left-harn1 corner, th e aerrated edges being outained 011 the same principle
as was suggested for Fig. 4 011 Plate X.X.VII. Next study carefully the E<prig shown in the hottorn
right ham1 corner, obserYing how the twig changes its direction at each bud (see Diagrnm 2). Also
note how the spaces between snccessirn buds gradually dPc1·oase in length as the tip of the sprig
is n.pproachod.
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Diagram 1.

Defore drawing the larger spray practise each leaf separately, notinq how the characteristi~
appearallCl' of the serrated eclges is preserved with a minimum of work. l >i<1gmm ~ sho~vs how. the
co111 plete figure should be commenced. The studl·nt who ha_s carefu_lly followed ont the mstruct1ons
so far bid down should now be in a position to attempt tbe 1llustrat10n of lessons on plant life; and
we shall next proceed to give a few examples of the method in whic~1 lesso!1s of th_is character may
be tre1Lted. These lessons we shall regard merely from the pomt of ,·1ew of 1Uustrat1on, and we shall
makl' little attempt to supply teaching note;;;.
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Plate XXXIV. gives typical illustrations for a nature lesson on some of the commoner grasses;
such a lesson as would ue suitaule for children attending a country school. The principal object of a
lc•sson of this kind should be to train the obserrntion of the children, aml to familiari;;e them with
the names and characteristics of the rnrions kinds of grass . Specimens might be selectptl by the
children themselrns on their \rny to school, and the classification of the examples collecte1l might h<.J
nrnJe the first part of the lesson.
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The bringing togethet· of the different kinds in the blacklioard illustration emphasises the
oifferences between them, antl the labelling of each specimen assists the child's memory in
associating the right name \Yith each particular rnriety.
The whole of the ,·aril'ties illnstrated on Plate XXXIV. might be found in tlifferent pads of a
fielJ; yet the average child associates but a single general notion \rith the name" grn;;s." •
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The long roots of the crested tlogtail grass fit it to withstand the drought: lwnu' it may be
fournl fresh anrl green when some other gra;;ses are withered.
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It

The cocksfoot grnss i~ a grl'at favomite with the cattle; its peculiar form suggest:- it:< na.me.
Lest on hea,·y clay soils.

grO\\"S

pnrposl'~.

The meado\\· foxtail is another grass which possesses good haynrnking qualities; it grows to
height of t\1·0 feet, arnl flowPrs in April, l\Iay arnl J nne.
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tt
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The s\\·eet-scented vPrnal grass derires its name from the fragrant aroma with which it scents
om fielJs in the early summer. Un account of this quality it is especially Yaluable for haymahing

Golden oat grass take.,;

a
br

Hongh-stalked meadow grass grows best in damp and shady places.
its namo from the resemblance which it bears to ordinary oats.

These are a few of the rnrieties which might readily be obtained, but in dealing with :i
subject of this kind it will be found best to limit the nnmber to be Rtllllied at first, arnl when the fir:-<t
batch are well known, to add to the list from time to time.

ry

It will also be fournl useful to describe the different nses to which gras3 is put, the 1uethod
of making bay, the '}Ualities of good hay, the 1mthoc1 of stacking hay, the necessity for absolute
dryness before stacking in ordt•r to avoid fire, tl.ie method of rnntilating the haysta~k, and various
other interesting facts and processes in connection with haymaking. Different kinds of corn might
fonn the snbject of a similar k•sson; "·hilst such suhjects as lea\·es, ferns, wild flowers, and garden
fiowers would proYide ample material for fm·ther subjects.
(j!)
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An c:drt'mely intere;;ting lesson may he giYl'll on the snlijl'et of the <liffercnt methods by which

tlw st't•<b of plants art'

1li~tribntt'<l.

:\lost children are familiar with the floating thistle-down n,rnl the

tiq

1lancll'lion st'cd><, lrnt few pt•rhitps en'lnire into the pnrpose serw1l liy their 1lowny cowring.
this type <lepend for their 1lispersion npon the wind,

UIJ(]

Seeds of

are conse•i1w11tly snpplied with tbe means of

tionting in the air to a tonsiilernLle ilistance from the parent plant.

ue

The seecfa of the pansy are lluttnn•1l in a three-Joheil po1l which opens when ripe.
illnstmtion ,;hows the pod open, bu t lid'ore the sce1ls are sci1tterc1l.
~(' eds

are packeil Yery closply Logether, an1l when the po1l dries :tncl contrncts tlw sce1l;; are shot out to
If •~ pi~nsy p0tl he ht:>lil beforl' the lire so as to dry it a,rtificially,

Pa

a 1listanct> of ;ts mnch as tt:>n ft·t•t.

the phenornenon may he ohsern·d at pleasme.
pod

Our

It will be oLscrvecl that the

a~

The seeds of the pm are Pjecte1l hy the curling of the

it 1lrie;;, and these may be tlnng to a consi<lcrnble clistn.nce.
'l'he wing-like expansions with which the see<ls of tbe sycamore and the Jir are provided ensure

tte

that they shall fall very slowly to the gronml, and thi8 e1rnhles them in their descent to be carried by
the win<l t,n ;t considerabl e cli stancl' from the parent tree.

Jn Ll1P poppy tbe oppnings in the cap3ule, or pod, throngh which the tiny seeds are .Jistributed,

rn

lie ronnil the top .

From this ciwse the seeds are ;;cattere•l only when a sufficiently strong wind is

l1lowing to swing the plant rather fl'cely from side to side; at eatl1 swing of the plant the seeds come
ont nne hy one.

Li

The forget-me-not and tlw lrnnlock are example;; of hooke<l see< ls; these depenil for their
<li,per,;ion npon pa,;sing a,nimals.

The hooks are so formed thitt tlwy attach tlH"lllst>lve;; rea1lily to
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hairy or woolly surfaces, arnl when once attacheil they have a \'l'l'Y consi<lemble power of rf'taining
th( ·ir hold.

It may be askecl what is the purpo;;e of this 1listrihntio11 :tml the provision m;tde for carrying
it out.

Tlw explanation is that a;; each single seed re<Jnirp,; for its perfect 1leveloprnent and growth

it

spitCP similar to that occnpil''l by the parent plant, it is e,;spntial thitt tbe area over which thr ,;ep1Js

an' ilistrilintP•l shoul1l he Yery con;;idPrable. If all tbe seech; of the pan,;y were cleposit(·d ini11wiliatt>ly

arnulll1 the root of the parent plant, it is evi1lent that few, if any of them, woul1l staml any clrnnce of
arriving at matnrity.

Thns, the powet· of see1l <listrilmtion is one of the provi::;ions llrnde liy nature

to ensure the surviYal of each :>pecies of plant.
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Allied to the two previous lessons, and in some degree complementary of them, a lesson
might be given on the functions of roots, and their structural peculiarities.

tiq

The root of a plant serves two important purposes: -

1. It serves to support the plant in its natut·al position, and so ensures that it shall have
the best po:;sihle chance of obtaining the light and air necessary to promote its grnwth.

ue

2. It acts as a medium for the absorption of plant fooLl from the soil; transmitting this food
to the tissues and fibres of the plant.
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The process of os11111sis, by which the plant food is extracted from the soil, is in itself very
interesting.
'\"hen two liquids are separated by a membrane which is permeable to both, there is a
tendency for th e liquids to penetrate the membrane and to intermingle. In the case of the root3 of
plants, the liquid in the soil and the sap in the root are separated by the skin, or covering tissue, of
the root, and through this skin is carried on the process that ensures a supply of nourishment to the
growing phLnt. It will thus be seen that the plant fornl in the soil can be absorhed only when it is
in a sbte of solution ; hence the necessity for an adequate supply of water. if the plant is to be s[wed
from starnLtion.

rn

The figures on Plate XX.XYI. illustrate some of the typical forms assumed by the roots of
common plants; and different descriptive terms are employed to distinguish between them.
'rhus
the root of the turnip, and that of the round variety of radish, are na11it;m11 : that of the carrot
«011ica l : the long variety of radish, when it tapers towards both ends, is called fus!for111. The root of
the orchis, which bears some resemblance to a hand with the fingers outstretched, is called 1•al11111te;
that of the common potato is t11beru11"; while the root of the dahlia is a)iwiculated, or tufted , form of
tuberous rnot. The root of the drnpwort is nodulose, or knottecl ; that of grass is _riliro11s, iu reference
to tae number of slender branches or fibres of which it is composed.
The fibrnu s root of the couch
grass springs from a subsidiary running stem which throws out fresh fibres at intervals; the plant
supported by each set of fibres being capable of maintaining an independent existence. 1'he root of
the mi:Jtletoe is 11111·a.,itic, fot· it derives its nourishment from the sap of the plant upon which it
grows. In the figure shown a section has been ta.ken through the branch of au apple tree, so as to
It will be seen that the t·oot of the
disclose the arrangement by which this process is carried on.
mi~tletoe lies mainly between the bark of the tree ancl the wood ; and that the latter is penetrated at
intervals by the tributary shoots.
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The bark which protects the tree is utilised for the sallle purpose by the para,ite; whilst the
suckers perform their function of robbing the tree of its sap.
An interesting phase of the subject of
root study is a comparison of the size and. disposition of the t•oot brallches in relation to the amount
of work required to be <lune by them.
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Plate XXXVlI. giYes a ,;crier: of illustrations suitable for a lesson on the life-hi story of the
nasturtium, a familiar garden f:lowcr.
Figs. 1-4 show the 1liffereut st;Lges tbrnugh whii:h the
flower passes from bud to seed.
Fig. 5 illustrates the manner in which the stems arc joined
one to anoth er; Figs. 6 and 7 show the -'<'~f':(orm of the f:lowet· and of the leaf re~pectively; while
Fig. H illustrates the genernl grnwth of the plant.
Lesson s such as this may be lll<t<le the me<linrn for te.i.ching \'er,v many nsl'fnl facts in
connection with plant life generally ; and they are especially valuable when actnal speciJUt>llS of the
plant are use1l to illustrate the 1lifferent stages of growth. A distinguishing feature of the nasturtium
or Indian cress is the spurred calyx, to which attention may be di1-ecte<l e\'en in the least 1leveloped
bntl.
lJiagr.1ms H, (i, and 8, show the method of drawing the figurPs to which they rl·spcctil'ely
refer. It "·ill be noticed that the ftower is composed of fi\'e pl'tals, which in plan are more or leR~
circular in form, arnl are geometrically arrnnged within a larger circle (see Diagram G). 'l'his regnlar
arrangement of the petals shonld be borne in mind, ewn when the f:IO\\'(•r is viewed in profile, as in
Figs. Hand 8, for it suggests the principles by which the Jigurc may be most intelligently drawn.
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Diagram 3.

Diagr:i.m G.

DiagTam 8.

lf Fi as. H and 8 be compared, the former will be found to conform less regularly than the latter
to the typical shape, the nearest pe~al being Ye~y muc~ twisted ou~ o~ position. Accidental rnri11tions
such as this should, howeYer, be t11sregarded 111 makmg the prchmmm·y sketch; th e general form
and arrangement of the figure being of paramount importance.
The nasturtium will be fonnd a most appropriate plant for use in elementary lessons on either
nature stndy or clesigu ; the freedom of growth, tLe rnriety o~· form in. the .bnds and ~owerf', ~he
ornamental seed, and the curling tendency of the stems, prov11l111g an mfirnte fund of suggestive
form and arrangement.
Attention should be paid to the little bmls springing ont between the branching stems, and
giving to the plant its characteristic appearance of vitality !Lllll growth . Children shonkl be tunght
to study the growth of plants such as this, no~ing their times and seai;ons, t~e rapidity _of their
development, the variation of form through which the embryo bud passes as it changes mto fnll
bloom, and many other interesting facts which the subject suggests.
www.antiquepatternlibrary.org
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XXXVIII.
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THE

OAK.
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W<' haY<' alrea<ly stndiell the form of the acorn 111 Lesson XVI., a11<l of the oak-leaf in

Lesson X X l X., and we now t-.1 rn to it consideration of other

fe<Ltnn·~

of the tree.

The group of acorns

f'honld be clrawn as shown in Di1tgrnm 1, each sepitrnte itcorn bting 1lra11·11 according to the prim:iples

ue

which Wl're explained in Leeson XVL
to the diagrnm on page !i!J.

For the nwtho1l of 1lmwing the ~elf-form of the 01tk-le<tf rder

J)i<Lgram 2 t·xplains tlH' method of 1.lrawi11g the sapling; note that the

young leitves ha Ye not yl't all 1levelopeil their full charncter, this being attained only when they 1trriYe
at maturity.

In the figure of the rnpling the seed arnl root are gin·n with it view to showing the
Diagram ::l shows the method of dt·awing the group of oak apples.

Pa

mcthocl of germination.

'l'he

81'ction of the wood is giYen in onler to 8how the annual rings by whid1 the age of any particular
tree rnay be estimated.
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Diagram I. ·

Diagram :J.

Diagrnm 2.

'L'he figmes on this plitte might well be compa.re<l with tho:;e of the hazel on Plate XXXUI.,
with a Yiew to bringing out tbe peculiarities of form awl growth in each case .

Pt•rh<Lp:; no tree

snbject for consideration .

ry

:-mpplics a greater number of wants than the oak; its Yarions use,; woul1l therefore form an interestiug
The acorn, the brnnches, the trunk an1l the bark are u;;eful, each in a

ditlerimt way, the first being a favourite food for th e pigs, the second supplying rails and fencing,
the tbinl being the best of timber, and the b st being used in the tanyar<l.
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On Plate XXXIX. figures are given of three of om most familiar 8pring flowers, the narcissus,
the snowdrop and the crocus. Very many of the spring flowers haw leases of a ribbon-like fonu, the
grnc:eful cm-Yes of which lend themselves readily to the construction of simple ornamental tigur<>s-

ue

Diagrams 1, 2 and a show arrangements baseu npon the material snppliCLl by Plate :\.XXIX.
Befot·e atteutpting to arrange the flowers ancl leaves in conH!ntional figures snch as these•, the student
sho11l1l make himself quite familiar with their natural growth. In dmwing tlw lean:s in Figs. 1, 3
an<l 6 on Plate XXXIX., he will observe that the curl o[ the lea.£ exposes first one sirk· and then tho
other to Yiew; considerable care will be requi1wl to represent thi:> feature faithfully. Figs. 2 awl 5
are given as exercises in the use of the brush arnl tempera.
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Diagram 1.

Diagram ii,
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Wht>n the stmlent has pt·actised Figs. 1, 2 aml 3 until he feels quite familiar with tl1eir
principlt>s, let him attempt an arrangrment such as that shown in Diagram 1. He is a1hised to use
theee diagrams as suggestions rather than as copies, and to try to rearrange their elements on new
principles. He might, by way of rnriety, arrange tlie narcissns on a symmetrical plan similar to
that of the snowrlrop in Di;tgram 2.
These conYentional arrnngements are best carried ont in
tempet·a as here shown, for they thus provide exercise not only in the drnwing of cnn-es, bnt in the
pleasing distrilmtion of masses of light and shacle-an essential featurn of goocl tlesign.
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On Plate XL. we give a more advanced exercise in the use of the brush with tempera. In
most of the previou3 brush exercises the form represented has been expressed negatively, that is by
surrounding it with a background of tempera; the advantage of which method was discussed in
Lesson XXVIII.

tiq

In the figure before us the positive method of representation has been adopted, the forms
being expressed in white, and the blackboard being used as a background. The student who bas
worked carefully at all the preceding lessons should be able to make a fair copy of these figures
without using construction lines; but, for those who require them, Diagrams 1 and 2 show the way
to set out the proportions of the copy.
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Diagram I.

Diagram 2.

One of the principal difficulties in exercises of this character lies in the representation of those
parts of the figure which lie one in front of the other. The best method is to represent first those
portions of which the spectator has an uninterrupted view.

ry

Thus, the bottom leaf in each of the two fi gures would be drawn before the stem which lies
behind it; and the stem itself may be indicated in sections, each visible portion being one section.
This is best shown in the lower portions of the stem in the smaller figure. Of the five seeds nearest
the top of the larger figure, two are very much foreshortened, and these offer considerable difficulty.
The one on the left lies in front of another seed, and should therefore be drawn before it ; the one on
the right lies beyond its own stalk, which should therefore be drawn before the seed itself. These
suggestions should be a sufficient guide as to the order in which each section of the figure ought to
be drawn.
G
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MASS DRAWi NG.-Continued.
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Plate XLI. illustrates a spray of laburnum, a study which will tax all the student's ingenuity
unless he proceeds methodically. Let him commence by practising portions of the subject, such as
are illustrated in Diagrams 1-4. By this means he will gather that the leaves, which at first sight
appear devoid of arrangement, are in reality grouped in sets of three, and that each group of leaves
has its own stem growing out from the main stem. If, now, he draws faintly in position the main
stem and these subsidiary stems, he has taken the first step towards overcoming the difficulty of the
figure. In drawing the groups of leaves let him bear in mind the remarks made in the previous
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Diagram 2.

Diagram 1.
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Diagram 3.

Diagram 4.
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lesson as to drawing the nearest first, the outlines between leaves being represented by leaving a
narrow margin uncovered by the tempera. In preserving this outline the student need not insist
on· too great regularity, as slight breaks in the line only add to the effectiveness of the drawing.
Having represented the leaves, the position of the main line of the spray of flowers should be faintly
indicated, and three or four of the most prominent blooms put in at intervals along it. By dividing
up in this way he will find the difficulty of obtaining a safo;factory result minimised. He should
endeavour to represent each separate petal by a single stroke of the brush ; and in order to do this
effectively he must take the trouble to practise from the details given until he is familiar with the
form of each part of the flower.
83
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FEET AND

BEAKS OF

BIRDS.
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Before attempting to draw complete figures of birds it is advisable that the student should
carefully study some of the characteristic differences which exist between the members of
<lifferent species ; and in no way can he get a better notion of these differences than by
comparing the form of their beaks and feet. It will be found that in all cases the beaks and
foet of birds are form ed in just such a manner as best enables them to obtain their food. On
Plate XLII. a few typical figures are given which will sufficiently illustrate the leading idea
which should be adopted as a means of classifying different types of birds.
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Looking first at the feet, we observe four widely different types.
The perching bird
bas three toes in front and one behind; the climbing bird has two before and two behind,
and this difference enables him to cling to the branches of trees with equal tenacity in whatever
The swimming bird is provided with webbed feet by means of which he
position he may be.
is able to propel himself, as with oars, through the water; the running birds, of the ostrich type,
have short feet with no claw behind ; in fact, just the feet which exactly suit their mode of life.

rn

Turning next to the beaks, we find that the birds which live on other animals have
strong hooked beaks; and we should find tha" the feet of such birds are suitably provided with
The beak of the
long, sharp talons, in order that the bird may more securely hold his prey.
wading bird is long, and is well adapted for the fi shing habits of its owner ; while that of the
swimming bird is equally well suited to its purpose of groping among the mud for insects
and grubs.
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These differences in the beaks and feet are not the only distinctive marks which indicate
the habits and character of birds ; thus the wings of the running birds are small and are not
well adapted for flying, while thoso of the carnivorous birds are long, enabling the bird to overtake
its prey. It is by paying attention to points such as these, and by making himself familiar with
typical examples of each species, that the student will lay the best foundation for success in the
drawing of any bird he may attempt. For the necessary information be should refer to some
good work on Natural History; by preference to a well-illustrated book. It must be understood,
then, that the student cannot hope to be successful in drawing any particular kind of bird unless he
has fir3t made himself familiar with its habits and characteristic3 ; and should he attempt to draw
before a class any bird which be bas not studied in this way, he will run the constant risk of being
pulled up by a pupil whose observation of the particular species has been more careful than
hid own. Let the student begin, then, by paying attention to the different kinds of beaks and
feet, for these are the features in which the differences are most essential. When he has made
himself quite familiar with this phase of his subject he may safely proceed to the drawing of
the bird itself.
85
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BIRDS.
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In studying the general conformation of birds, the lessons learnt in connection with shells and

plant life may be usefully applied ; that is, we may safely seek the general shape by referring back to

tiq

the vital principle from which it originated.
All birds have been developed from eggs, and we find the trace of this origin more or less

strongly marked in the form displayed by the fully-developed species.

Thus, in the first figure on

ue

Plate XLIII., it will be seen that the " egg-form " serves as its basis, although the extended wings
and the tail tend to obscure this form to the casual observer.
as a useful starting point in drawing a bird.

This common feature may serve, then,

In the first figure on Plate XLIII. the student will

begin by drawing the oval, and then he will lightly sketch in the triangle which marks the position

Pa

and proportions of the wings.

Having next indicattJd the size and position of the head, he will
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Diagram 2.

Diagram 1.

Diagram 3.

a
br

proceed to break up the spa ces as shown in the sketch, bearing in mind that the lines employed in

an exercise of this kind are appropriately free and sketchy, in order to suggest the feathery nature of
the subject.

The second figure shows how, by a few strokes, a flying bird may be suggested ; and

this example is sufficiently elaborate for a drawing of a bird seen at a distance.

Diagram 1 explains

ry

the plan to be adopted for the perching bird, Diagram 2 that for the owl, and Diagram 3 that
for the cockatoo.

In each case let the student seek first the basic form and lightly indicate it,

the elaboration of this preliminary stage of his drawing being a matter of degree only.

He is

advised, however, not to carry elaboration beyond the point suggested by these examples, or his work
will lose in force what it gains in detail.
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On Plate XLIII. flying birds were shown in two positions, each below the eye level ; on this
plate a flying bird is shown above the eye level. Draw it as before, by first indicating the oval and
next the triangle, and the circle for the head, and then carry it to completion. In drawing the wings
observe the distinction between their upper and lower edges, the former being single curves, the latter
consisting of a series of successive shorter curves. Care must be taken to place the bird's eye
correctly, and to make it the right size, not only in this but in every figure attempted, for there is
no feature which is more likely to endanger the life-like appearance of the sketch if it be carelessly
done. The bearded tit and the coal tit are giYen as exercises in detail work; they must be commenced as shown in the respective diagrams, and the detail:! introduced with a firm stroke when the
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proportions have been satisfactorily obtained. In the coal tit the dark portions of the bird, from
which its name arises, are here necessarily indicated lighter than the rest. This is owing to the
limitation which blackboard drawing imposes upon the student; he is compelled to make the
emphatic strokes heavier, ~nd consequently whiter than the rest, even although they are darker in
the natural example. He is advised , however, frankly to accept the position rather than to attempt
a compromise by shading. Having established a conventional method of expression by means of
white lmes on a dark surface, let him abide by it, for any variation of the method only renders it less
intelligible to his pupil, on whose behalf the entire system bas been devised.
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Plate XLV. gives five examples of water-birds, drawn in outline; and Diagrams 1-5 indicate

the methods by which they are to be reproduced.

The amount of detail introduced into the figures

tiq

on this plate should be sufficient for all ordinary purposes of school work. Examples such as these, if
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Diagram l,

Diagram 2,
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Diagram 5.

Diagram 3.
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Diagram '1.

carefully drawn, would serve very well as drawing copies for the Upper Standards.

They should be

correctly drawn by his pupils before proceeding with the details himself.

ry

drawn step by step before the class, the teacher taking care to see that the preliminary sketch is

Although the examplfS are

small, the student is advise'1 to practise each to a large scale ; and, in making similar drawings
for the purposes of instruction, to draw them with firm lines which are distinctly visible to the
entire class.
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The drawing of animals on the blackboard offers greater difficulties than any of the previous
exercises; for the varying forms which an animal assumes as it moves about give little assistance
to the eye in forming a general idea of the animal's shape. A flying bird may often be seen
floating through the air with wings extended and motionless ; but every movement of an animal
involves a change in its appearance. Added to this difficulty is that of representing the texture
and character of the animal's coat, without which it would lose much of its individuality. While the
feathery coverings of birds almost all comply with a certain general formation, the skins of animals
offer an infinite variety of surfaces for consideration. Thus it is impossible to lay down a single
general rule to guide the student in drawing all animals ; each example must be treated according to
the difficulties which it presents. The student will, however, find it an advantage to begin by
studying those animals which are most familiar, such as the cat, dog, horse, cow and sheep; for by
this means he will establish standards of comparison to guide him in drawing any new animal he
may attempt.
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Diagram I.

Diagram 2.
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On Plate XLVI. are given a few details of the cat; these should be practised anrl the facts
they illustrate should be memorised. In drawing the first figure begin as shown in Diagram l.
When the general proportions have been thus indicated let the details be firmly but freely drawn,
taking care to emphasise the important parts, such as the eyes, mouth and ears. Diagram 2
indicates how to begin the second head, which is somewhat more difficult from the fact that it offers
a three-quarter view.

ry

In the complete figure of the cat it will be obseryed that the mass method has been resorted
to, in order to bring out the general proportions. This might have been achieved by drawing an
outline of the general shape and drawing in the cat with the brush. The student may practise both
methods, and be may then attempt the same figure in pure outline with the chalk. After practising
the cat the student should next attempt the dog, using any good illustration as an example. He will
here find more scope than in the case of the cat, for the different kinds of dogs show greater
variations than do those of the cat.
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The figures of the lion and the tiger on the ·opposite plate are given together in order to
emphasise the value of contrast in making drawings of animals. The massive character of the lion's
head and shoulders, as compared with those of the tiger, are brought out by a comparison of the
rectilinear spaces which contain the figures. Diagram 1 suggests the preliminary step in drawing the
lion; which, in the plate, is carried to completion. This method of sketching in the salient lines of
the figure should at all times be followed; so that the characteristics of the animal may appear, even
in the earliest stages of the work. As a general rule, a drawing such as that of the tiger will be
sufficiently elaborate for ordinary explanatory purposes ; the more complete study of the lion being
better suited for use as a drawing copy. In the study of the lion , the student should carefully observe
the method of representing the masses of shaggy mane. No attempt has been made to represent
single hairs, the effect being obtained by suggestion rather than by actual expression.
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In drawing the tiger, short, firm strokes have been employed, the aim being to obtain correct
proportion between the different parts of the figure with as little effort as possible. The angular
appearance which results from this method of work can very easily be remedied by a little subsequent
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In selecting further illustrations of animals from which to practise, the student should bear
in mind that figures in profile are easier to draw than those which are foreshortened ; also that
animals in repose are easier than those in motion. As a rule he should select, as copies, illustrations
which contain comparatively little detail, in order that he may be better able to devote attention to
the general characteristics of tho animal.
Animals of similar appearance may sometimes with
advantage be practised together, as the slight differences can then be given their due weight
more easily.
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THE HORSE, THE COW, AND THE SHEEP.
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On Plate XLVIII. three familiar animals are brought together. The stndent should begin by
practising the heads of the three animals given at the top of the plate, following the method shown in
Diagrams 1-3. He will observe that the fines of the eow's head are angular, those of the horse,
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Diagram 1.

Diagram 2.

\

Diagram !!.

Having practised the hea<ls, let

tte

curYecl, while the sheep's head combines the peculiarities of both.
him turn next to the hoofs, which are here shown in mass.

Diagrams 4-6 show how to uegin drawing the entire figures of the respective animals to
which they refer.
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D:agram 5.
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Diagram 4.

Diagram Ii.

The rectangular spaces which enclose the figures furnish a very easy means of comparing the
relatiYe proportions of the three animals. 'fhe horse's bead will be seen to be well above the line of
its back; that of the cow is below, while that of the sheep, again , is slightly above. The legs of the
horse are long in proportion to the depth of its trunk, tho3e of the cow and sheep being comparatively short. '['he genernl lines of the horse are curved, those of the cow straight and angular,
while the lines of the sheep are more or less obscured by its woolly coat. All these peculiarities
sbonld be carefully noted in making the drawings, for by this means alone can the distinctive
character of each animal be realised and expressed .
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The two animals brought together on Plate XLIX. offer a contrast so complete that they might
well serve as the subject for a useful object lesson. The children should be encouraged to compare
each separate feature of the elephant with the corresponding feature of the giraffe, and they should thus
be led to see lrnw, in spite of the great discrepancies observed, each animal is appropriately furnished
with just such limbs as fit it for the life it has to lead. On the plate we 11ave set out a verbal
comparirnn of one feature by way of suggestion, and each part of the animals might be treated m a
:;;imilar way.
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The animals are here placed in a more difficult position than any of those on preceding phttes.
No fixed rule can be laid down which will guide the student in drawing every example, for the reason
already explained in Lesson XL VI. ; but he shonhl try to recognise simple forms wherever they
occur, for they may be made of service in rapidly obtaining the required proportions of the figure.
Diagrams 1 and 2 suggeRt an application of this idea. The body of the elephant in the position here
shown suggests the form of an ellipse ; therefore commence by roughly sketching an ellipse, and then
proceed to make the necessary additions for the head and legs. In the giraffe no such preponderating
form is observable, though the trunk is somewhat elliptical in shape. Care should be taken in both
animals to make the feet appear to rest upon the ground. A method of ensuring this is shown in
Diagram 2, where the rectilinear figure on the ground fixes the place of the feet of the animal.
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The beautiful curYcs to be observed in ma.ny different fishes make them extremely valuable as

examples for elementary drawing copies.

On Plate L. we have brought together a few interesting

ue

examples, the characteristics of which should be familiar to ever)' child.

The shark turns on its

back before attacking its prey, and in the plate it is represented in the act of turning.

Diagram 2.
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Diagram 1.
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Diagram 3.

Diagram 1 shows the lines which should tirst be drnwn in this figure.

It will be seen that

y
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br

tbe general contour of the fish consists of a single continuous line, if we except the two short strokes
which mark the end of the tail; the student should therefore draw it in a single stroke, and should
then mb out the portion at the mouth which is not required.

Diagram 2 shows the essential lines

of the sword tish: here, again, the outline ~nay be drawn with very few strokes of the chalk.
same remark applies to the salmon, the drawing of which is explained by Diagram 3.
the scales a.re sufticiently suggested by indicating only a very few of them.

The

Notice th:1t

In all fish studies great

care must be taken with . the position, shape, and size, of the fins; as these haye an important
intlnence upon tlie general clrnmcter of tlie drawing.
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Plate LI. gives examples of some of the commoner insects.

subjects, the value of comparison is illustrated.

Here, as in the case of previous

The figure of the locust may be compared with that

of the grasshopper, the water-beetle with the stag-beetle, the wasp wite the honey-bee, the moth with
the butterfly, and so on.

This method of teaching by comparison is a useful means of stimulating

ue

the faculty of observation ; and, in the case of insects, it is, moreover, very essential that children
should be taught to recognise the different species, and to discriminate between those which are
harmless and those which may be injurious.

The forms and colours to be observed among insects

are extremely varied and beautiful; although their small size prevents their obtaining the amount of

Pa

attention they deserve.

The swallow-tail butterfly is an extremely suitable figure for a drawing copy,
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Diagram I.

Diagram 3.

and would also furnish good practice in colouring. Dia.gram 1 shows how to commence the drawing,

while Diagrams 2 and 3 illustrate the method of drawing the water-beetle and the stag-beetle

ry

respectively.

The other figures should be treated in a similar manner, their main proportions being

first indicated, and next their most important lines.

In this and the following plates the chalk and

the brush are used in conjunction, the chalk for the lines and the brush for the broader masses.

By

thi s method the greatest amount of variety can be obtained.
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LESSON LII.

An

ILLUSTRATIONS

OF

HISTORY

LESSONS.

tiq

The figures on Plate LII. are such as might be used in a History or a Reading lesson to
illustrate points requiring graphic explanation. It is not suggested that the whole of the figures
should be employed in a single lesson, but they are giYen as typical subjects appropriate for
illustration, and as showing sui table methods of treatment. If figures such as the war chariot or
the ship be skilfully drawn, they may be used afterwards as drawing copies, and the iuf'ormation
gleaned in the History lesson will thus serve to stimulate the interest and application of the pupils
when they come to make the drawing.
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The BritiBh war chariots played an important part in the defence of these islands against the
invasion of the Roman legions. 'fhe Anglo-Saxon ship shows how, in very early times, our ancestors
displayed skill in design, the ship fashioned in the form of a sea monster being an excellent example
of appropriate ornament. The "planta genista," Ol' Spanish broom, is of interest as having given
its name to a line of English sovereigns. The three helmets shown are intended merely as types,
am1 might well be supplemented by mn.ny other varieties. The finial from Canterbury Cathcc1ral and
the old fire-place should suggest to the student a large field for study. No better practice could be

Li
Diagram 2.

Diagram l.

a
br

suggested for children who have made good progress in drawing than that they should find for
themselves subjects among the architectural features of the district in which they live.
Such
exercises, besides giYing excellent practice in drawing, serve the additional purpose of arousing an
intelligent interest in one of the most fascinating and useful applications of art, and they can hardly
fail to be of service to the children in whatever occupation they may afterwards -engage.

ry

The subject of heraldry might also be suggested as providing a suitable field for the teacher's
activities. Here, again, the forms to be observed will be found to possess not merely pictorial effect,
but they may at the same time be made to serve as a useful vehicle for imp-arting mnch
historical knowledge. Diagrams 1 and 2 show the salient lines of the war chariot and the fire-place
respectively, the other figure,g being left to the student's ingenuity.
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LIII.

LESSON

An

ILLUSTRATIONS

OF

HISTORY

LESSONS.-Continued.

On Plate LIII. are given further illustrations of miscellaneous historical subjects which

tiq

combine pictorial effect with useful information.

The feature of the ancient candlestick which will

at once strike the student as peculiar, is the spike, which has in later years been superseded by
socket.

The candle was impaled on the spike instead of being inserted in a socket, as at tbe present

ue

day.

~

The old Iich-gate, again, serves as a reminder of an ancient custom connected with the burial

of the dead.

The corpse was deposited at the gate of the churchyard on its way towards the grave,

and the canopy was provided as a protection from the weather; the word licit signifies a corpse, and
hence the name was applied to gates where provision was made for the observance of the aborn-
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mentioned custom. The bridge of Crow land, or Croy land, in Lincolnshire, has the distinction of being-

Diagram I.

a
br

Li

Diagram 2.

the oldest and, at the same time, the most extraordinary structure of its kind in the country.

It is

triangular, being built at the meeting-place of three roads; and was originally intended to serve as a
means of crossing the two drains which here met and mingled their waters.

The drains have long
It dates from

ry

since clisappeared, but the bridge remains as an interesting relic of early building.

8GO A.n. and its union of three in one has been supposed by some to typify the idea of the Trinity.

The couvre-feu dates from the fifteenth century, and is interesting in connection with the
Norman custom to which this piece of furniture owes its name.

Diagrams 1 and 2 illustrate the

salient lines of the Jich-gate and the couvre-feu respectively.
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LESSON LIV.
PLANS

AND

BIRD'S-EYE

VIEWS.

An

tiq

The difficulty which young children experience in realising the meaning of a map or plan is
largely due to the fact that in their everyday life they have never been called upon to regard their
surroundings from an elevated position. Their views of their own environment have been confined
to what can be seen from a very low altitude; and, consequently, they conceive of trees, houses,
hedgerows, and fields, as lying one beyond the other, the nearer objects hiding the further ones
from view. They have in fact regarded their surroundings only as seen in elevation; and have
consequently formed but vague and inaccurate notions of the extension of the surfaces across which
they may have looked. Any sim'ple expedient which will assist in bridging over this very real
difficulty is therefore of value to the teacher.
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The figures on Plate LIV. illustrate how a plan may be made more intelligible to young
children, with very little effort on the part of the teacher. In the bird's-eye view the lines of the
distant hills are faintly indicatea in order to throw back that portion of the subject, and so to convey
the idea of a receding plane. The introduction of trees and hedges along the roadsides, and the
representation of buildings in elevation instead of in plan, provide a connecting link between the
chi ld' s actual knowledge and the facts which it is desired to teach.

Li

Diagram 2,

a
br

Diagram 1.

It will be observed that the bird's-eye view follows very closely the lines of the plan; and in
the early lessons this is advisable; for it eliminates any difficulty there might be in identifying the
features in the view with the corresponding features in the plan itself. The teacher should,
however, gradually reduce this artificial similarity until the bird's-eye view becomes more nearly a
representation of what would actually be seen from an elevated point 0f Yiew.

ry

Diagrams 1 and 2 show how a fairly correct view may be evolved from a plan. The plan is
enclosed in a square which is then sub-divided into smaller squares as shown. The square and its
sub-divisions are now represented perspectively, and they serve as the basis on which to set out the
bird's-eye view. The teacher will find much advantage from the treatment of maps in this way;
as his pupils will more readily realise the features of the country thfly are called upon to study, and
so will carry away a more realistic mental picture of what they have been taught.
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An

LESSON LV.
GEOGRAPHICAL TERMS.

tiq

Plate LV. gives examples of illustrations suitable for nse in explaining geographical terms to
In drawing figures such as these, their primary object should be kept steadily in view;

ue

young children.

and the point to be illustrated should be made the most prominent feature of the sketch. At the same
time a little pictorial effect enhances the value of the illustration by making it more attractive, and
easier for the child to realise.

Fig. 1 illustrates a cape and a bay; the distant horizon and the few ships

Pa

being introduced to convey the idea of water, while the broken character of the cliffs and the foreground suggests land.

The lighthouse on the headland, and the rocks at its extremity, emphasise

the relative clanger and safety of the cape and the bay.

Fig. 2 illustrates a lake.

The vertical

lines, and the ship with its complete reflection, suggest the stillness of the surface of the water, while

tte

the surrounding mountains account for the origin and existence of the lake. Fig. 3 illrn;trates an island,
an islet, and a strait.

Here, again, the distant horizon and the ships suggest the sea, while the shore

of the island is strengthened in order to bring out strongly the meeting of Ja,nd and water.
the volcano suggests the flowing streams of lam.

The direction of the lines down the sides of

rn

Fig. 4 shows the crater of a volcano in ernption.

Fig. 5 illnstrates a peninsula and an isthmus;

the foreground has been introduced in order to give the peninsula. the desired appearance of receding
into the distance.

Fig. 6 illustrates a promontory, its height being emphasised by carrying it

Li

considerably above the line of the distant horizon.

In making sketches such as these the student

will find it useful to employ both chalk and tempera; the chalk is inrnluable for representing the
hand , comes in very useful for the strong masses in the foreground.

a
br

faint lines in the distance, such as the horizon and the outlines of clouds.

The brush, on the other

Side by side with the sketch

it will be found useful to place the map or plan of the feature represented, in order that the pupil
may be led to appreciate the relation which exists between them, as explained in Lesson LIV.
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ON

THE

BLACKBOARD.
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DESIGNS

ue

AT different points in the foregoing pages attention has been directed to the desirability of devoting
some amount of effort to the practice of original design on the blackboard. In many schools this
branch of drawing is recognised as an important phase of the art instruction ; and the benefit which
pupils derive from it amply repays any additional labour it may involve. The principal adYantages
attaching to this method of practising design are the freedom of line that it encourages, and the fact
that the pupil learns to deal with large surfaces, and so develops breadth of treatment. Hi s work is
done, moreover, in an attitude which makes for physical development.
On Plates LYI.-L\.. are
given a set·ies of designs by boys between the ages of 14 and 1G years. The originals, of which these
figures are direct photographic reproductions, are on an average 4 feet long by 2 feet 6 inches wicle ;
and the time spent on each design was from 2 to 3 hours. Some account of the method of work
adopted may be of interest.
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The boys are first trained to observe and to draw from actual plants and flowers, being
continually called upon to notice the ornamental features and peculiarities which they display : by
this means they acquire a store of useful forms based upon, or derived from, the plants th ey have
studied. They are simultaneously drilled in different methods of arranging conventional curves,
such as the spiral, the ellipse, the scroll, &c.

Li

When the boys have reached the required degree of proficiency, the teacher prescribes a certain
space, such as an oblong, a square, or a lunette ; and each boy is required to make an adaptation of
a selected plant which shall agreeably fill this space.

a
br

In making the design the general lines which serve as its foundation are first drawn : the
flowers, leaves, and other details, being added afterwards.

ry

In the school from which the accompanying figures have been supplied, the Art Room is filled
with a continuous blackboard running round three of its sides ; and the fact that the boys' drawings
are thus exhibited side by side, is a strong incentive to each to put forward his best energies.

It may be necessary to add that the whole of the figures here shown are the exclusive work of
the boys, both in idea and in execution ; the two designs shown on Plate LX. having been done as
examination tests in the presence of His Majesty's Inspector.
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CU SACK'S
SET

10

OF

D~awiqg ~odel~
(bcLuun;,; 2 \' ..\~E Fo1rnR).

An

Perfet:t in shape; strongly made, in
woa<l; antl paintl'<l.
Size: cube
IU in ., awl cother Mo1k h; in proportion, as Rhown ill 1lingrnm. Made in
two sizes, Larg·e and S1mill. The
Large size is the size for Sehools of
Art antl Art (:lasses. The oize prescribed Ly the Science ancl Art
De11art mr{1 t for the ,, lay Exams.
The ~ma 11 si'e is fo.r Correepondence
Student".
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Large :size, Price
Small size, Pric e

42/21/-

net.
net.

Carriage paid.
Pal'l.'illf/ ('a.~t' a11rl ]>(u·lting l!'11'l' .

From a Plwtor11·,iph or· un,,, of.the sets.
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CUSACK'S

BLACKBOARD

DRAWING.

3 i6 net, post free 3 /10.
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The primary aim of this guide to Blackboard illu"trntion is to enable the teacher to convey, with Chalk or Tempera,
the most vivict impressions with THE MINIMUM OF EFFORT, and exactly AT THE MOMENT WHEN REQUIRED.
The tmining which gives CONFIDENCE , which combines ACCURACY with RAPIDITY, and which, therefore, in no way
ENDANGERS DISCIPLINE by keeping the teacher for lengthy periods with HIS BACK TO HIS CLASS, is the kind of
training now eagerly sought after.
The two main classes of Blackboard illustrations, the DIAGRAMMATIC and the PICTORIAL, are fully dealt with;
Common Objects, Plants, Animals, Birds, Fishes, Insects, Shell Forms, Original Elementary Design, Mass Drawing, &c.,
all reeeive ample consideration; and some happily-conceived hints are given upon the Illustration of History Lessons,
Geographical Terms, Plans, and Bird's-eye Views. &c.
The Plates, appropriately printed in WHITE upon a BLACK GROUND, in imitation of CHALK LINES and
TEMPERA BRUSH-WORK, will be found extremely helpful to Students preparing for the Examination in DRAWING
ON THE BLACKBOARD as prescribed by THE BOAKD OF EDUCATION.
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CITY OF LONDON BOOK DEPOT, White St., and Finsbury St., Moorfields, London, E.C.

Price - Large Size, 16/- net; Smal I Size, 8/- net.
CARRIAGE

PAID.

Packin!J Case al!ll P11r·ki11g Frrr.
CASTS FOR SHADING.

CASTS FOR SHADING.

CUSACK'S set of

6 ELEMENTARY ROSETTE FORMS

l"ro111
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Perfect in shll,pe; strongl.v made. in wood; :tDLl painted. Size:
cube (j in., a n<I other Models in proportion. as shown in din.gram.
L:tr"e enou!l'h for all School purp o,;e~ .
TbP.se are the -l ne~v Maile!~ reriuired Ly the new regulations of the
Science and Arr, Dep:irtment.

Pltolo!f raph 11/ //11< .;d of ea:st.;.

(in Wood) afford the best possible practice for beginners in shading.
Price 12/- net, Carriage pa id.
Pa cking Cases and Packing

Free.

As it has been discovered that certain school stationers, havin_g been asked to supply C11sa.ck's Models , supplied other ba.~ly ma.de
Models a.nd misshapen Vases instead, and a.s Professor Casa.ck ho!ds himself directly responsible for. the accuracy a._n d p~rfect1on of all
ltodels manufactured specially to his order, to prevent similar frauds in future Cusack's Models will not be obtama.b_le through the
trade generally, bnt will be supplied direct, Carriage pa.id, at the prices above quoted. A.11 orders to be sent direct to the

CITY OF LONDON BOOK DEPOT, White Street and Finsbury Street, Moorfields, London, E.C.
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BOOKS

PUBLISHED

BY PROFESSOR CUSACK ..
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CUSACK'S ARITHMETIC. For Pupil Teachers, Scholarship Candidates, and Certificate Students. 4/6 net, post free 4 /10.
CUSACK'S ALGEBRA. PART I., ELEMENTARY. NEW EDITION. For Scholarahip and Certificate Candidates. Price
2 /6 net, post free 2 /9. With Answers, 3/6 net, post free 3/10.
OUSACK'S ALGEBRA. PART II., ADVANCED. For Scholarship Candidates (Boys) and Certificate Students (Men).
3/6 net,
post free 3/10.
CUSAOK'S LECTURES ON MUSIC (STAFF NOTATION) , 2/ - net, post free 2 /3 . This Book comprises all the requirements
in Staff Notation for Pupil Teachers of all years, Scholarship Candidates and Certificate Students. It deals very fully with Clefs,
Minor Scales, Intervals, Modulation, Transposition from one Scale to another, and from one Time to another, and with the Metronome
in a manner never before attempted in any text book on the subject.
CUSACK'S COPY BOOKS. ADOPTED BY THE SCHOOL BOilill FOB LONDON. Complete Series in 8 Nos., ld. and l!d. each. Over 10,000
Schools now use them.
OUSACK'S WRITING BOOKS. (BLANK.) FOB BLACKBOARD LESSONS. Ruled to match Cusack's Copy Books. ld. each.
CUSAOK'S LEAD PENCIL COPY BOOKS. FOB INFANT ScIIOOLS. 8 /- net per gross.
NEEDLEWORK FOR STUDENT TEACHERS. 3/6 net, post free 3 /10.
By AMY K. SMITH, Diplomee of the London
Institute for the Advancement of Plain Needlework. Specialist at the Day Training College, Moorfields, E.C. With an introduction
by the Lady Wolverton.
CUSACK'S NEEDLEWORK DIAGRAMS.
By Miss A. K. SMITH. Pupil Teachers, according to year, about 3d. to 6d.
Scholarship, l ; - net; Certificate, about 1/ CUSACK'S PHYSIOGRAPHY OR GENERAL ELEMENTARY SCIENCE. 3/6 net, post free 3/10.
CUSACK'S ELEMENTS OF LOGIC.
2 /6 net, post free 2 /9. Prepared exprnssly to meet the requirements of Syllabus for
Certificate Students. By S. BLOWS, M.A. Hons. Cantab., B.A. Hons., B.Sc., and Teacher's Diploma, London.
CUSACK'S ELEMENTS OF PSYCHOLOGY. 2/- net, post free 2 /3. By S. BLOWS, M.A.
CUSACK'S TONIC SOL-FA MUSIC QUESTIONS. 11- net. post free 1/2. By W. T. BEVERS, Inter. Mu°s. Bae. London
University. For Pupil Teachers, Scholarship Candidates, and Certificate Students, together with the syllabuses, the Music Code for
Schools, and hints on working the va,rious exercises. Over Four Hundrecl Questions.
CUSAOK'S MAP DRAWING. 2 / - net, post free 2 /3. Specially prepared for Pupil Teachers, Scholarship Candidates and
Certificate Students, so as to enable them to produce Memory Maps neatly and quickly in the Examination Room.
CUSACK'S MENSURATION. 2 /6 net, post free 2/ 9. For Pupil Teachers, Scholarship Candidates (Boys), and Certificate Students
(Men).
"We have long wanted a new bJok in this subject; the examples in the old ones are worn out."-W. DONE, P. T. Sch., Brighton.
"It is exactly suited to the requirements of pupil teachers. The worked-out examples are •o numerous aml clear, and the explanations so full,
that a student working with this hook would hardly need any help from a teacher."
E. SAMUEL, B.A., Pupil Teachers' School, Porth.
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CUSACK'S ATLAS OF THE BRITISH EMPIRE. l ,'- net, post free 1;2 .
CUSACK'S ATLAS OF EUROPE. 1/- net, post free 1/2.
CUSACK'S REPRINTS OF SCHOLARSHIP QUESTIONS. All subjects cl1tssified. 10 years. 2 ;- net, post free 2/3.
CUSACK'S REPRINTS OF CERTIFICATE ARITHMETIC QUESTIONS. All classes. 12 years. 1/- net, post free 1/2 .
CUSACK'S OBJECT LESSONS FOR PUPIL TEACHERS. PART I., Animal World, 2 /- net, post free 2 12.
PART II., Vegetable and Mineral World. 2 /6 net, post free 2/ 9.
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CUSACK'S ENGLISH LITERATURE TEXTS FOR PUPIL TEACHERS :Gray's Elegy a nd Ode on the Spring, 11- net, post free
Cowper's Expostulation, 1/- net, post free, 1/2.
Cowper's Task, Book IV., ~/ - net, post free 1/lt .
111!.
Gray's Bard and Ode on Spring, l '- net, post free 1/1!.
Pop e's Essay on Man, Epistle IV., 1/ - net, post free 1;2.
Goldsmith's Traveller, 1/- net, post free 1/2.
Scott's Marmion, Canto VI., 2 / - net, post free 212f.
Goldsmith's Deserted Village, 1/ - net, post free l ;li.
M1lton's Paradise Lost, Book III., 1/6 net, post free, l /8 t.
Each of these books contains a Life of the Author, Copious Notes and Explanations, Derivations of all important Words Hints
for Pa1·sing all the difficult Words, and for Analysing all the more dillicult Sentences, with Articles on Figures of Speech, Metre'. &c.
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CUSACK'S REIGN OF QUEEN ANNE. 1/ - net, post free 1.1 2.
CUSACK'S REIGN OF QUEEN ELIZABETH. 1/6 net, post free 1/8.
CUSACK'S TUDOR PERIOD. 3 /6 net, post free 3 /10.
By C. S. FEARENSIDE, M.A. Oxon., Honoursman in Modern
History, with The Literature of the Period, by ARNOLD WALL, M.A. Loud.
CUSACK'S ENGLAND UNDER STUART RULE. By S. J. MADGE, F.R.Hist.S., 3/6 net, post free 3/10.
CUSACK'S HISTORICAL GEOGRAPHY OF EUROPE. Period 1700-1789. By P. W. RYDE, 2/- net.
CUSACK'S CERTIFICATE HISTORY. 3/6 net, post free 3 ;10. 1814-1848. Being the special period prescribed for
Certificate Examination, July, 1903.
CUSACK' S KINDERGARTEN DRAWING COPY BOOKS. Series of 8 Nos. 2d. net.
CUSACK'S KINDERGARTEN EXERCISE BOOKS. Interleaved with Tissue. 4!d. net.
p APER CU'l'TING. 1/6 net. A complete course of lessons on this useful and agreeable occupation. Illustrated with numerous
diagrams. By FRAuLEm HEERWART, President of the International Kindergarten Association, only Gold Medallist Health Exhibition
for Practical Kindergarten Teaching.
,,...

CITY OF LONDON BOOK DEPOT, White Street and Finsbury Street, Moorfields, London, E.C.
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ART

TEXT-BOOKS.

FREEHAND-PART

Conventional Forms- 3/6

An

I,
nut, post free 3 /11.
By followinir the co urse rnggeotfd in this book, th e student will find that, by easy stages, he is obtaining
a sound introd uction to the PRINCIPLES UNDERLYING THE BEST ORNAMENT of past ages.
He will
be carefully grounded in the ELEMENTS of which DRAWINGS of ORNAMENT are MADE UP; be led on,
step by step, to observe the DECORATIVE suggest ions offered by NATURE through the mediu m of Plants,
Shells, Birds, fancifully imagined c r eat ur e~, as Dolphins, Centaurs, &c., and to the Principles underlying
ARRANGEMENT, DISTRIBUTION, &c. In this introductory teaching, however, Principles and Methods are dealt with
only so far as they are DIRECTLY HELPFUL in DRAWING FREEHAND INTELLIGENTLY, the more advanced
laws of Ornament (irdispenrnble to the Dtsigner) being excluded. The SOURCE from which the ornamental forms
are obtained-th eir u se, material, history-is in most cases giv en, in a form possessinl? undoubted educational value; and
a number of t h e Plates are EXAMPLES placed before Candidates AT RECENT EXAMINATIONS. The present Edition
is supplem en t ed by 34 PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRODUCTIONS OF ORNAMENT, with ANALYSIS of rnch, and with a
rnggestir•n accompanying each plate as to the po<sibl e basis on which the ornament hi;s been constructed. This fully meets
the RECENT CHANGE made by the BOARD OF EDUCATION in the METHOD OF EXAMINING FREEHAND d rawing.
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OPINIONS OF EXPERIENCED PRACTICAL TEACHERS ON PART I.
"I consider Cusack's Freehand Ornament a very useful book, and the price remarkably cheap."-J. T. COOK, Art Master, Sheffield School

of Art.
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"I can honestly recommend Cuoack's Freehand Ornament as" book that 1tll Art Teachers should have. I think it is the best and cheapest
c ook Jet printed. The principles put forth in the beginning of the book are most helpful to Teachers a nd Students."
H. Bo&Rows, Art Ma><ter, Huddersfield School of Art.
"It is a most valuable work, certainly the be•t of its kind that has yet come under my notice."
Jo11N F1smrn, Art Master, Kenoington School of Science and Art.
''This handsome volume ie quite as excellent in its way as its two predecessors, 1 Cusack't1 Shading ' and 'Cusack's Model Drawing.' The
lat•st production is a text book, with chapters on elementary principles and methods of freehand drawiI)g. It is intended, and it is in every way
suited, for teachers and students in public and elementary schools, for •tudents in training colleges, and for elementary art students. An analysis of
earh of the 192 plates is given, and tbe different steps shown, so that by workinll' on the lines suggested the student acquires a definite method of
procedure. The designs are copied from the best artistic sou:rce8.''-Schoolmistress.

CUSACK'S PHOTOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATIONS OF ORNAMENT.
Second Edition. 1/6 net, post free I /Bi·

Pa

34 plates, with analy sis of each and instructions, being Supplement to Part I., but can be had separ ately.

CUSACK'S FREEHAND-PART
Animals, Plants and Common Objects.

II.

Natural Forms:

3 /6, post frve 3 /10,
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treats of LEA YES and PLANTS with TYPICAL EXAMPLES, and explicit instructions as to OUTLINE, RIBBING
and 'VEINING of l eave~, the GROWTH OF THE STEM, &c.
ANIMALS are dealt with in a manner which will
enable the studen t to intelligently give the SURFACE SUGGESTIONS of their ANATOMY, alPo the correct
FEATHERING of BIRDS. In furtherance of this idea KEY DRAWINGS of t he Horse and Bird are added.
COMMON OBJECTS include a wide range of well selected subject;, and the beginner is advised to draw from an
OBJECT •im il.ar to that in the Plate under col!~ideration'. afterward.s c?mparing ~he r~su l t with the example. The
drawing reqmred by SCIENCE STUDENTS, m answer111 g Examrnat10n Quest10ns, 1s not overlooked . numerous
pirnes of simple APPARATUS bein g given in a section to themselves.
'

CUSACK'S MODEL DRAWING-second Edition.

3 16 net, post tree 3 110.
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This book contains over 200 explanatory diagrams and deals fully with many r.oints never before attempted in a book
on this subject, and but rarely even i n clasrn,. The letterpress is in each instance on the page opposite the diagrams to
which it refers.
It inclULles descriptions of the best methods of drawing THE SQUARE PYRAMID and THE CYLINDER with
examples of WRONG treatment frequently noticed in the drawings of beginner:; fully uriticised, and the RIGHT treatment,
clearly and convincingly explained, alongside, for comparison, and contain s valuable information a:; to HOW TO TAKE
MEASUREMENTS. That stumbling· block to elementary students, THE SKELETON CUBE, is robbed of its terrors by
illustrntions of its gradual development from a solid cube.
Each of the U Models prescribed fo r examination is
eimilHrly dealt with.
Teachers and Student:; who are preparing for the examination in DRAWING ON THE BLACKBOARD will find this
text-book invaluable.
"A book for st1:1den.ts, and one of the f!lOSt complete and perfect gui~es to exce.ll~nce. in thi:; branch of drawing that has come under our notice.
The subject is dealt with ill a most exhaustive manner, and every conceivable pos1t10n rn which the usual models can be placed is shown. W e
cordially recommend the work."-Schoolm1strt~ss.
"Worthv of all praise. Far ahead of anything we have yet seen."-School·master.
uThe reSult of se,·eral yeard' practical experience. Well adaptel for its purpose -TeachPrs' .did.
" We have never seen a more complete book than this one, whether for the elementary teacher or the student going in for his certificates."11

ry

Anwld's Art Ofrc1da'r .

CUSACK'S HOW TO DRAW THE GEOMETRIC MODELS
AND VASES, 9d. net, post free IOd.

to

Jlultum in parro perhaps best describes this little guid e. The space from cover
cover is literally packed with
valuable hints and abundant explanatory sketc hr.s ; and doubts as to correct methods vanish like mists before the sun
as one Modelo~ Vase after another is submitted to the search·light of expert criticism.
'
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CUSACK'S SHADING,

3 /6 net, post free 3 110.

Thi,; hook contain ,; 3 pla'"'"· fu ll examiintion ~ir.e. 20 fiui,;hed plates, a.ml 60 exp1:111ator.v cliagrams, and
explains METHODS OF SHA.DING with STUMP and POWDERED CHALK, a nti with PEN or PENCIL h.v means of
LINES or "troke<.
FLAT anrl CURVED SURFACES are. deil r. with , togethP.r with RECEDING SURFACES,
REFLECTED LIGHTS, CAST SHADOWS, &c. T h" work inoln1J,,s the •hading of VASE FORMS, CASTS, GLAZED
SURFACES a nd COLOURED SURFACES, DIFFERENT TEXTURES. and FRUIT an1 l FLOWERS fr.im NATURE.
FINISH is also ,Ji,cu;sed . FULL-SIZED euhjP.cb given at RECENT EXAMINATIONS are i nclu1led. The dP.scriptivc
m't>,ter is in t>!teh c-i,;e on the pag~ oµ "'' ite Lh •J Phte dc•crihe i , an•! on the same p:i.ge ltS the explan:i.1,ory sketches.

An

"Thi~ is n. good pr.i.ctical work on a difficu lt s uhject, and calculatecl to lwlp stu<\ents."-.l\'ci!:'.11c" 1ui,l Art.
"Students will find in thiR eminf'ntly practical text-book n.11 that is nPt•decl to a.(111 intere~t and enjoyment to thei r wnrk. The ex~mp l es given
by the !l.rtist are beautifully executed. The proppr methods of shading- are mm~t clearly describe(.]. .Admirably suited. The work is one of which
both ar th~t and publisher may well be prourl."-Sd1nolmisf1·1".,.s.
"A. very helpful text-book.-.\rnl this work will be found eapecially valuable to all wbo are unable to attend art classei for direct
in'3truction .'' -S,:_hnolma ..,.t,,r.
"This is a splendid book. \Ve do not wonder to flml t.hatit is selling well. \Ve can honestly recommend it. When seen it will recommend it:-3elf .'' "The best text-book on sh11.ding thu.t ha.a yet appe<tred. ,,-An11hl's .Art f7ir1·11l11r.
Tenchers' Aid.

CUSACK'S PLANE GEOMETRY,

3 .'6 net, post free 3 10!1

trJa~s
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the KUbjcct in a. comprehen•ive m:mner, ;cnrl in elecir :i.rnl con,·ineing l:i.ng-uage. Thf• USE OF INSTRUMENTS
i> ccirefnlly cxplaincrl. THE DEFINITIONS, in-<tea'.l of being groL1pe1l t0g·ether n.t the beginning of the hook, iire "UJ>plieu
a" regui~e~l; thns obviating the in-<erti'ln of an opening "ection which the nrnjority of stt11lento< instinctively rcgar1l
as lllllll\" l tIIH!'.
The us;utl proble1n" a.r<J adequ:i.tely den.It with. :i.n l Rrtpplementei by noteR on t'1e USE OF SET SQUARES,
PLAIN a nd DIAGONAL SCALES, th e PROTRACTOR and SECTOR, &c. ·r1ie ELLIPSE , PARABOLA n.nd HYPERBOLA,
CYCLOIDS an1l SPIRALS :i.11 receive 1lnc :i.ttentinn. in thei r nrorer phcc><: and leN>ns on FORMS OF ARCHES, t h1e
ch trncteristics of GREEK and ROMAN MOULDINGS, GEOMETRICAL PATTERN DRAWING and GOTHIC TRACERY
:i.<l l to the interei!t ml(] prncticn.l nat nre of the work.
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CU SACK'S SOLi D GEOMETRY

(For Science Subject I ) , 3 /6 net, post free 3 /10.
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In this exhrL'l>ti ve Tcxt-BJJk. th9 :i.utho r h'.L' cou veuien Sly 'H1"mge1l the snh ject in 30 LESSONS ; en.eh port ion hci n;.:·
suitr1b le for one week's w.irk. In the cour,;o of this sel'ie• the whole of the subject roceinB n.1lc r1n'tte attention . After
cv:1Veying n. general no~ion of PLANS and ELEVATIONS, the que-<tion of LINES ancl POINTS of INTERSECTION i'
di-<msseLl. The prnctical PROJECTION of PLANE FIGURES lc<itls on to the PROJECTION of SIMPLE SOLIDS, and
thtB, by el'Y stages, prvfn-<ely illn;trn~e : l at every ne orl ful J>Jint, lh9 sr:.idea t is e1nble l to ob~'tin n. m't:;tery or the mon•
n.'.i 1·,rnced n.ncl intricate proulem,;,
Throug-hout the work, con'.inu ii reference is mv1.~ to the intent GEOMETRIKON box, 11·hich cont:i.ins everything
necess:i.ry for verifying the trnths 1rnierlyiug the various problem': anrl its use :i.s n.n cwxili:uy to the Text-Book can
scHcely fa il to aid th8 MEMORY, n.wl improve the quality of tint MENTAL TRAINING which i,; admitted ly one of t he
ad vn.ntn.ge,; ltttend ing the stn'.ly of Orthog-raph ic Projection.

CUSACK'S PATENT GEOMETRIKON
CA Box of App.aratu; for simplifyin11 the study of Solid Geometry). 3 ,6 net, post free 3 /10.

rn

In the s\ci<ly of SOLID Gao.n-ltry ex1nrienc9 hB sh'l;vn tha~ stu •lL'n t> who hn.ve n.~tLrnlly hciudle:i rep resentative phnes,
so'.id>, ,\:c., retain am 1r" viviil 'l.n:l b< t,in-l' imµr.l;;;ion of th ~111 th m if t\eir ac 11nint.ince h:i.'1 bce a m 1de on p-iper only.
In the la~e,;t G-iom 'trictl SYLLll.BUS of the BOARD OF EDUCATION it i,; reco111me111letl th<it " MODELS should be
frcJly n<ed. ESPECIALLY ir1 SOLID G~omet7.'' In the GEOMErRI KON, provision ha~ Leen m'.tde for the ,;tudent. under
the gu idance of th ~ Te~t-BJ 1k ('l ili.J. Gdo :netrv). to work 0L1t for him·rnlf the methodo :wd procc>Sl'< under consideration,
arnl, by t he tin>rih1P. ai1l~ uf 1u th 1~·ltny. HINGED, PLAN AND ELEVATION PLANES ; SOLIDS; TRANSPARENT
Xylon ite, :J.'.1 l OPAQUE c,r l bo 1rJ PLANES ; auxifoiry DIAG RA.MS on Xylonite, C:ird . .'.:e., to o bfain such a firm grnsp of
t':J.J trut hs involved as eventually to ba aule to dispans~ wi th all 'ueh a id>'.
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CUSACK'S PERSPECTIVE
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T he whole is designed to illllstr~te "ll the esseutiR.1 principles of Science Kubjeet l, from the most elementary to the most abstruse.
'' I c:tnnot spel.k t~o high ly of the i d~a of t~1e Geometriko n i it is, I consider, tl1e best thing of it~ kind that [ h~ve seen.''
J. T . CooK, ::lchool of Art. Shelheld.
The' Geometrikon '
" I have carefull y loo'ked through 'Cu~ack' s Solid Geometry,' and lJaxe decided to use it as a text book in th is School.
is a. mosi useful add ition to the book ."-Jou~ Fnmr.a, Art l\.Ia~te r, Kensington (Tovernment School of Science and Art, Berkeley Squa re, Brhstol.

(Just Published), 3 /6 net, post free 3 ,10!1
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w ill eo nm encl it<elf to :i.11 P.'.'Coe rie1ce1l Tea.Jh ers a-; t'w IDEAL TEXT-BOOK fur this brandL It cont:i.ins a very fo ll , cle:i.r,
and cn.refolly wordJd INTRODUCTION, a m'.Ltter of p.ira'.llo u ut imponlt1wa in :1 su bject of this ki nd.
Everyt 11ing is :i. rrn'.lge l t<J stimnl1tte th 3 iat·J lligea Je of the stLLlen-, :i.ncl e aab le h i m to grnsp THE MAIN TRUTHS
embidieil in the p 'o'1le 1H uncl~r comi<le,ation.
COMMON ERRORS in PerspeJti1' d. g\e:i.1ed frun pa-;t fa'lurn<, n.ce m irk ,L) oat ai p~t-fall; fo, the AVOIDANCE of
th9 cind ;d 1te.
A. very u;ef ul ANALYSIS of P.;npe;tive clrnv in {s is introiu::ecl, REVERSING t he proce3s of ol'iginn.l co nstruction , in
on!Jr to :i.;;c~ r ttin fa·;t; fro n t h ~ pi•::torial r aprP."ntn.'.b1. i n•te;d of'' p:ct0ri·• l re prnsentitt ion from g iven facts .
SCIOGRA.PHY , or t h 9 rep:·ese 1ta.".io :i. "f SHll.O:>W J c LSt b; thJ su n. n."ld by n.r ti fi cia l li g ht, is ln ~iLlly d ea l t wi th.
AERIAL PERSPECTIVE . as comple n entn.ry to Liae:i. r, rec:iives full con3ide ration; :1> it r ehtes tJ varia tions in
TONE, COLOUR, and DISTINCTNESS.
X o candida~e wh <J;e watchword is " SUCCESS" cm :i.!'fonl t J di;p3tBJ wit':!. t':!is n li:i.'.Jle g uide. 0J 3t'.t~le 3 an sw e;it
as:d e, a nd the p 1th to the go 11 made dir ect and sure.
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CUSACK'S SHADING,

3/6 net, post free 3 110.

ThiH hook contain~ 3 pl:t'-""· full examin-ition "i?. 0 , 20 fini,her1 plates, unrl 60 explarmtor.v diagmms, arnl
exp1,,,in• METHODS OF SHADING with STUMP ::t1H! POWDERED CHALK, an<l with PEN or PENCIL h.v means of
LINES or stroke>.
FLAT an1l CURVED SURFACES are. rle'tlr. with, together with RECEDING SURFACES,
REFLECTED LIGHTS, CAST SHADOWS, &c. 'I'IJP. work i1rnl111lt·s the •har!ing- of VASE FORMS, CASTS, GLAZED
SURFACES and COLOURED SURFACES, DIFFERENT TEXTURES. and FRUIT a!Hl FLOWERS fr.im NATURE.
FINISH is al~o 11i>eu•;;eL1. FULL-SIZED rnhjent' given at RECENT EXAMINATIONS are inclu•led. The dRscri1•tivc
m-i»ter is in i;ach ci"c on th~ pagd oµ '~•ite t,h~ PlM.e de•cribei, all'l on the SLtm~ pn.ge a; th e explanal,ory sketches.

An

"Tbi:-i is a good p1-;ictien.l work on a. difficult suhject, and calculated to lwlp stuients."-8ciP11t:" rrn1l Art.
"StudentH will find in this cminf'ntly practical text-bnok all tha.t is n1._•Pdetl to a\ld interest and enjoym1._•nt to th•1ir work. The ex~mples given
by the s.rtist are beautifully executed. rrhe prop0r methods of shading- a.re most clearly described. Admfrably ~mitecl. 1I1he work is oue of which
both artist and publisher ma.y well be prond."- ,'ichnohnisfr1-.-1~.
"A very helpful text-book.-.\rnl trus work will be found eapecia!l y mluable to all who are unable to attend art cl1tsse3 for direct
in<:1truction.''-,r....'c1lnnlmnstn·.

"Thhi is a splendid book. 'Ve do not wonder to find thatit is selling well. VVe ca.n honestly recommend it. When 8een it will recommend it:-5elf.'' "The best text-book on 5ihitding that ha.Ii yet a.ppe<tred."-Aniold's Art f'!irr11lo1·.
Telfchers' Aid.

CUSACK'S PLANE GEOMETRY,

3 ,6 net, post free 310!1

tiq

trJLtis the .mbjcct in a comprebcm;ive 1wt>mer, an1l in de1r ant! con\·inuing laug·uagc. The USE OF INSTRUMENTS
i' c:irdully cx:plaiue11. THE DEFINITIONS, in.;terid of being groupetl tag·etber [l,t the beginnin~ of tbe hook, :ire supplied
a~ reqni'.c:l; thn~ olwi[l,ting the in•erti~n of au opening section which the majorit.1· of stu1lent> instinctively rcgar<l
a" un1nv1t111~·.
The usnal problems ar0 adequately dHn.lt with. au 1 snpplcmt>ntei by note~ on t'ie USE OF SET SQUARES,
PLAIN and DIAGONAL SCALES, the PROTRACTOR and SECTOR, ,\cc. The ELLIPSE, PARABOLA and HYPERBOLA,
CYCLOIDS awl SPIRALS all receive 1\110 attentinn. in their urnr~r phce•: and le5Sons on FORMS OF ARCHES, th~
eh tracteristics of GREEK and ROMAN MOULDINGS, GEOMETRICAL PATTERN DRAWING and GOTHIC TRACERY
ad l to the interci!t anrl practical nature of the work.
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CU SACK'S SOLi D GEOMETRY
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In this cxha·1stive Tex:t-B :uk. th~ n.uthor hi> conveniently an"cmgeLl the suliject in 30 LESSONS; e[l,ch portion being·
suitable for one week's w .Jrk. I11 th~ CLlLll''<) of thi> "erie• the whole of the subject rcceirn,; a11e .1tnte attuntion. 1.fter
conveying [!, general notion of PLANS and ELEVATIONS, the qne~tion of LINES and POINTS of INTERSECTION is
di,ms.;ed. The prnctic<J.l PROJECTION of PLANE FIGURES lcacls on to the PROJECTION of SIMPLE SOLIDS, and
thu-;, b,v el.<Y s'age,, prufn.;ely illu-;trn~e tl [l,t every neJLlful pJiat. the stade11 t is enJ,ble 1 to oh~-ii11 Lt m ·istery of the wore
a11«inced an<l intricn.\e pr·oblems.
Throughout the work, con',iun il reference is m-i'1~ to the pl.tent GEOMETRIKON box, which contains everything
lBCeiBary for verifying the truth,; un ierlying the variou; problem': and its use [l,S an auxiliary to the Text-Book cn,n
sctrcely fail to aid thg MEMORY, awl imprO\'e the qn!1lity of tlnt MENTAL TRAINING which is admittedly one of the
ad vantages attending the study of Orthographic Projection.

CUSACK'S PATENT GEOMETRIKON
CA 8{)x of App.aratu; for simplifyin.!J the study of Solid Geometry). 3 , 6 net, post free 3 /10.
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In the ,\•1tly of SOLID Gao.nit1·y flXJBrienc" h:i' sh0wn tha\ sLtl'lccnt> who have a ·itually Ji],ndled reprc.,entative phnes,
so'.id3, ,\:-::.,retain am ll"l vivitl -in:J J ,i.; r,in~ im;ir~,;;ioa o: thim th m if t°leir ac1u-iint'.l.nce hai been m ide on p-iper only.
In the lacest Geon»trietl SYLLllBUS of the BOARD OF EDUCATION it is recommentle,J that" MODELS should be
frc)ly n•ed. ESPECIALLY i11 SOLID GJomet7." In the GEOMETRIKON, provision ha~ been m::ille for the student. under
the guidance of the Te~t· BJ 1k ('> ilid Gcometrv). to work out fot· him,,,\ f the metll'Jd8 :rn<l proec3Sl'< under con~irleratiou.
an•l, by the tin;rihle ><i<ls uf lltth 1gan1-. HINGED, PLAN AND ELEVATION PLANES; SOLIDS; TRANSPARENT
Xyloaite, aa l OPAQUE C"r lbo irJ PLANES; auxiliary DIAGRAMS 011 Xylonite, C~rd. &c., to obfoin such a firm gr«sp of
t'u truths involved as eveutu<J.lly ta lie able to Llispan>i with all :<ueh aid>.

CUSACK'S PERSPECTIVE
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The whole is designed to illustrdte all the e;seutial principles of Science SubjPct I, from the most elementary to the most abstruse.
''I C!t.nnot spe3.k tno highly of the id~a of t3e Geometrikon; it i~, I consider, th0 best thing of it:i kind that [ lu.ve seen.''
J. T. CooK, School of Art. Shelheld.
"I have carefully loo'.Ied through 'C11~ack's Solid Geometry,' and have decided to use it as a text book in this School. The 'Oeometrikon'
is a most useful addition to the book."-Jon~ Fi~rrna, Art f\.fa'Jter, Kensington Government School of Science and Art, Berkeley Square, Bristol.

(Just Published), 3 /6 net, post free 3 ,'10!1
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will eonmend it•elf to all P-:rneric ice1l TeaJhers a' t'J.c IDEAL TEXT-BOOK for this bmndL It contains a very full, clear.
and carefally word id INTRODUCTION, a lll '.t tter of p.ua:nount imponarwe iu a suuject of this kind.
Evcryt'iing is :i~ra:1ge l t'l sticnul:i,t9 tin iat3llcge'1~e of the stulen-, and enable hicn to grasp THE MAIN TRUTHS
embiclie1l in the wo'1\e 1H un1hr consideration.
COMMON ERRORS in PMspeJtivd. glen. >ed fro.n pa;t ftl.'.lureo;, a~e m irk ,d out ai p~t-fall; for th9 AYOIDANCE of
th9 c<J.m];dtte.
A. very u;eful ANALYSIS of PclripcJtiv<J drn;vin{s is introiuJed, REVERSING the process of original construction, in
ordir to ao;c~rtiin fa•Jt; fro nth i pi,Jlorial rdp rA<'nta'ba. in•teid of a. p:ct0rhl reprnsenttition from given facts.
SCIOGRAPHY. or th~ represe1t<J.'io:i of SHADJW3 cLst bf th; sua :nd by anificial light, is lu ~ idly dealt with.

AERIAL PERSPECTIVE . as com;ile.nentary to Liaear , rclc~ive3 full conlideration; '" it rehtea tJ variations iu
TONE, COLOUR, and DISTINCTNESS.
~o candida;e whoie watchwo rd is " SUCCESS" cm a!ford ti di<p.m-;J w;th t':Jis nlia':Jle guide.
0J3tJ,Jle3 an swe;it
as:de, and the p 1th to the god made dir ect and sure.
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